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BEING a CONTINUATION OF THE GAMBIER OBSERVER AND WESTERN CHURCH JOURNAL
CHAUNCEY COLTON, D.D., PROPRIETOR.

VOLUME XI.
THE WESTERN EPISCOPAL OBSERVER.

Cfjcfst anh t fj e €(>ttrc&....Crvt> anH lob

CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE, SATURDAY, JANUARY 2, 1841.

THOMAS R. RAYMOND, PUBLISHER.

NUMBER 1

expressed, that worldly men as they grow before the storm of persecution; or that none is to be the horizon to our eager and wander- j thronged; but wonderfully did God fulfil his I tions. There never will be a man sent awn „
old, are more eager than ever in adding to of its ministers would perhaps, be found ing eyes. Wijen Burckhardt was preparing | promise. He was with us, and He minister- from the judgement seat of Christ into the
mighty enough to darrt^ lum » den or the for a long and perilous journey, he secreted | ed whatever was necessary to the sustaining! regions of dispair, who will not be made to
their riches.
REV. CHAUNCEY (OI.TOY,
“
VILUEI JACKSON,
“The surprising thing to us is, when a man blazing furnace. ‘The stake and the seaf- a small piece of bread in the folds of his gar- our faith and securing our' safety; and now be 1 acknowledge that his own stuXrnneTsdone
“
JOHN T. BROOKE,
IA TnLlX°WA
f0Urd
ye animated by ourelperience? If ye would Jcast him do™ there. Bksred^Go^t”:
who for years has been intent on accumula
“
HENRY V. O. JOHNS.
ting capital, can withdraw from his accustom and triumphant! v ’in die fier’y etTS
? L ’Tp t’f
i'0?’ e" y°U C°UW “Ot
°Ur Cr°"'n 31,(1 share °Ur gladnesS’ Pe«e- ' not decreed that we shall be lost because we
PUBLISHED WEEKLY, AT CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE,
ed pursuits, and yet not be industrious in furiate hatred and ze d—they^ovfully m4e
w
7 * Wng?e,day‘
f
,
\ere in simPle rehance uPon Him who is were bo™ in sin. Yet we can hardly fathom
BY THOMAS R. RAYMOND.
seeking treasure above. We think it only went martyrdom which Godsuinmoned ffieiff ox V
1
7^°™ w
fr°™ ’
a one?able t0 kecP >ou from falhn£’’ and ye , the mystery of the salvation of some, and
natural that the covetous man should be more
Prmted nt the Western Chureh Prus, Rugers’ Row, West Fourth-Street, Cineinniti.
w •
, ,i
,i I u * uastern wanderer. AA e are not to neg- ■ also shall find that there is no season too full ! the condemnation of others But I find mv
vision for the neccssaries of ,if of drearinepg
diffipul for lhe
covetous as he draws nearer to death; for we toencoun er. AA e possess not their strength, lect uu
Tana....Two Dollars and Fifty Cents per annum, payable in advance.
are
nftt
] ment of
yy dayg gQ gha£ thy | cJversi‘nPor
J
a My
regard covetousness as nothing less than the because the same ministry of sorrow is not | we art
not tn
to anticipate
prostituted desire of immortality: it is the confided to us. But the Divine promise ap- I and mounting, and heaviness will, indeed, strength be.’
j? o c 11 n.
is to alarm sinners in their danger; not to
passion of a being goaded by an irrepressible plies to both with equal fore—‘as thy days, I weigh down the «Y>iiflit~Sen joy cometh
bring
this man and that tnan, but all, to see
feeling that he shall have wants hereafter, for so shall thy strength be.’ We hail the gio-; in the morning. The - ,vejicr wh0 cuts his
A MOTHER'S LOVE.
“THE HOUSE OF THE LIVING.”
their awful state and their need of Christ;
rious assurance, full of mercy and of power, path up a precipice of ice,
|jjs t()jj j
which
it
behoves
him
to
be
provident
now;
The Jews are now k> fully persuaded of (he reeurrectioa, that they name their
BY BIISS E. II. STOCKTON.
and what marvel if this feeling become more What tempests may be rolling up upon the ] the splendor of the prospect. T’be^Chr's burial places “The house of the Living,** thereby implyiof that it is only the de not to be looking for signs of election, but to
Hast tliou a mother? Do her loving eyes
parted who can truly he said to live.
teach that he who is willing to come, has the
and more intense as the time of dissolution wings of Time—what enginery of death may that, i 'he treads a more hazaroo. wav
is
Still wear the light and beauty of the bkies ?
O, sorrowful pilgrim,
sweetest
and safest evidence thereof that can
be
maturing
in
the
gloom
of
the
moral
elarewarded
v
ith
the
Isight
of
a
more
res
approaches, and the soul ha3 mysterious and
O let no word or thoughtless deed of thine,
In lite’e traubled way,
! be enjoyed, for he never would have been
Let us again listen
painful forebodings of being cast, without a ments—what blast of infection from the Pon dent country
E’en for a moment make them cease to shine.
Why moum’st thou in anguish
willing, if God had not made hint so. You
tine marshes may be gathering its poison to Melvill:— '
shred, and without a hope, on eternity?
O’er nature’s decay?
who hear the alarming words of warning
“ This is the privilege, and this should be
“But we make these remarks on the pas scatter over the garden of Europe—it belongs
Hast thou a mother ? Do her palid cheek
weep that the spirit,
and still continue hardened, give an awful
And mournful brow of many a sorrow speak 7
sion for accumulation, as found in unconvert not to our eyes to discern. But, whatever the aim of the Christian, not to shut out the
barred
proof that you are rejected of God, while
r
rom
its
. and free,’
Thine is the blessed power, by gentle wiles,
ed men, because we wish to examine wheth be the destiny reserved for our Church, we future as though he dared not look on what
Looks do\V,ace of eIor^
your repeated rejection of his counsels makes
To wake her heart to joy, her lips to smiles.
er there be any‘thing analogous in those who believe that it will be prepared to meet and to it might contain; but to take the future, as
ion thee?
your condemnation just; yet hardened as you
well
as
the
present,
as
his
own,
to
feel
that
endure
it.
The
arm,
now
languid,
will
be
have
been
brought
to
the
providing
for
an
af

While the loved one :
Hast thou a mother? Are her tresses white,
have been, when once your hearts are soften
In her dreamless repobres^*
ter state of being. The worldly man, as we made strong, the dim eye will be brightened, the same God inhabits both, and that where
And doth she gaze on thee with failing sight ?
ed by the power of divine grace, the Lord is
the
feeble
knee
strengthened
the
panting
heart
soever
God
is,
there
must
be
safety
for
his
have
seen,
is
not
content
with
the
present
Unmoved
by
life
’
s
tempest,
Think of thy childhood cradled in her arms,
ready to blot out your sins by the percious
sufficiency or even abundance: he is always cheered; until radient, in the whole armour people. But, alas! through the weakness of
So wildly that blows;
And guard with tenderness her faded charms.
blood of Christ. Hence we have nothing to
Why here dost thou linger,
aiming at having a large stock in hand, so of truth, the sacred successor of the Apos their faith, Christians live far below their
do but to tell the world, in the fullest lanFor O ! though life hath many a promise gay,
With sorrowful tread,
that he may be secure, as he thinks, against tles shall descend against the fury and the ar privilege, and hence, when they look into
And hope with garlands decks thy onward way,
^tage of free grace, ‘Behold there is set beWhy call this lone dwelling
future contingencies. And when you view ray of her enemies—confident in the declar the future, it seems full of boding forms and
There is no joy around, no light above,
it.’ TT°U an °pen door, and no man can shut
The
House
of
the
Dead?
him as a creature with misdirected energies, ation, that ‘as her days, so shall her strength threatening shadows, and the survey only
So pure and fadeless as thy mother’s love.
■’plation iii. 8.—Rowland Hill.
makes them less resolute under present trou
we have shown you that his irrepressible be.’
‘Tis the mouldering robe
THi
Front the persecution of the Christian, bles, and less alive to present mercies. If
True, friends are many—while thy sky is clear,
tendency to the providing for hereafter is
Of the spirit lies here,
Were different^? POSSESSION,
But soon they vanish if a cloud appear ;
among the most beautiful of testimonies to Mr. Melvill turns to his temptation; from his this be a just description of any amongst your
But in glory and brightness
regard as the most de^P be asked what they
While she who gazed on thee before with pride,
his being immortal, and placed upon earth to collective to his individual Borrow. And selves, we beseech them to give great atten
Again to appear,
Darkness and storms brh.g .loom to tby side.
various would be their re^Possessi°ni Row
prepn.ro for another state. But if we now here, also, by many beautiful and apt illus tion to our text, and to strive to base a rule
Mourn not that she fled
suppose him so transformed by Divine grace trations, lie expands still wider the principle for their practice on the principle which it
verse and multiplied are their v No less di
In the prime of her years,
Though all the world combine to doubt thy truth,
that he is enabled to set his affection ‘on of his argument, that the grace of God is on announces as pervading God’s dealings.
suit. But there is one treasure whi£§ of purFrom this region of agony,
Her smiles are thine as in thy spotless youth ;
things above,’ there is a strong likelihood ly apportioned to our daily and hourly neces
all the labor and pains which it ever c6Y°rlh
“We say to you, with respect to your du
Sorrow and tears!
Crime may not sever, danger cannot part
that he will carry with him if we may so ex sities. He who taught his disciples to pray ties, ‘as thy days, so shall thy strength be.’
tnan to attain, although the most difficult otY
Thine image from the love within her heart.
How sweet were the tones
press it, the habit of accumulation, so that he every day for bread for their bodies, taught The Christian, when in health, fears that he
acquisitions. It is of that class, too, which
Of her vanishing breath,
Mother I O say if earth hath sweeter sound
will be in spiritual things, what he has long them also to pray for the heavenly bread for should not hear sickness as he ought; in sick
like the air which we breathe, or like the sun
In forest depths or flowery valley found ?
As she passed through the valley
been in temporal, discontented with the pre their spirits. The hunger of the soul is to ness, that, if restored to health, he should
light, possesses an intrinsic, but not exchange
Floats there a tone upon the summer breeze
And shadow of death;
able value. Money cannot purchase it; station
sent supply, and desirous of anticipating the bq satisfied by small supplies. And after all, not keep his vows and resolutions; when not
So full of all awakening sympathies ?
When to God, her Redeemer,
cannot impart it; favor cannot bestow it; if
future, and of course we are not required to has the Christian ever been suffered to faint? exposed to much temptation, he fears that
Her hope and her stay,
For me there is one spot by wild flowers dress'd.
its possessor sells it; the buyer is not enrich
limit this remark to the case of an individual Has he ever waited in vain in the wilderness he should fall if he were; when apparently
Her glorified spirit
A holier, dearer spot than all the rest! —
ed.
Whoever would obtain it, must toil for
who has been eager in amassing earthly wealth. for manna? Has he ever been forsaken by tasked to the utmost, he fears that exemption
Passed swiftly away.
My mother’s gravel theie love and memory stand,
it; he who would preserve, must watch it
“We think it a feature which is character the Pillar of Fire in the dreariest path of his would only generate sloth. But let him be
While faith describes her in a better land.
More cheerfully pass, then,
with more than a miser’s jealousy. It can
istic, without exception, of all men, that there pilgrimage? What a glorious bow of mercy of good cheer; our text is a voice from the
Friendship’s Offering.
Through life’s weary way,
not be taken from its owner without his con
is a tendency to the providing for the future. has illuminated his sky while the clouds unknown futurity, and should inspire him
Nor mourn thou in anguish
sent.. The begger may starve in possession
There is hardly the mind to he found, so were melting away! What a glimpse of the with confidence. Sickness may be at hand,
H c l i in o u .
O’er nature’s decay;
of it, while the pining monarch in vain offers
stript of every vestige of its origin, that it glowing scenery of hope has shone into his but so also is the strength for sickness; and
Nor grieve that the spirit,
thrones and kingdoms that he may but know
eyes,
just
opening
from
the
mist
of
death?
thou
shalt
be
enabled
to
take
thy
sickness
pa

cares
only
for
the
day,
and
has
no
regard
for
REVIEW OF THE REV. H. MELVILL’S
Unfeterred and free,
its value in a dying hour.
to-morrow; and if there be an universal dis What a song of gladness has been given to tiently. You may just be recovering from
SERMON ON THE “PROPORTION OF
From its high place of glory
This priceless, indestructible treasure, rea
position to the having, if possible, the sup him in the night! Let the most desponding sickness; and life—for it is often harder to
GRACE TO TRIAL.”
Looks down upon theel
der, is a conscience void of offence toward
We extract the critical remarks which follow, on ply of future wants already in possession, we believer turn over the book of his memory, face life than death; he who felt nerved to die
God and toward men. Dost thou possess it?
one of the noblest of MelviH's published discourses, may well expect, on the principles already let him examine the calendar of his Christian may be afraid to live—life may be coming
CHRISTIAN MUSIC.
Hast thou sought after it, and sought in the
from the Church of England Quarterly Review. It laid down, that such disposition will show experience, and say whether the days of back upon you with its long array of difficul
All the music on earth which is not mad* right way? And canst. thou rely upon it at
Is bat a fragment of on ojctuntied at tcilo of ffjncat. liiii- itself in regard of gpirffutfi neeeesi ifis, and storm have not been outnumbered by (lie days ties, a .4 Uiijs ■!:;(! dangers: but be of good
crimination and eloquence, headed Our Modern not be confined to such only as are temporal. of sunshine. Mr. Melvfll touches upon this cheer, the Author of life is the Author of bt/ Christ and for him, is discordant in bi all times, in iho face of friends and foes?
Divines: Croly, Mei.vii.l, and Dale. We have
“It is the consideration of the disposition, topic with great force and earnestness:—
grace: He who renews the one will impart ear, and as the raven’s croak. As it was Happy the man who is not too poor to keep
marked other parts of the article for insertion in fu as it may thus operate in righteous individu
“ We have great pleasure, if, in visiting the other, that your days may be spent in his lie who gave to David’s harp so sweet a a conscience.—While he keeps it inviolate,
ture numbers.
als, with which we now desire to engage the pious cottager w? find, in addition to the service. And sorrows may be multiplied; sound, vibrated its strings upon the hills of he is rich. It will sweeten his painful hours,
Bible, which is emphatically the poor man’s yes, I cannot look on this congregation, com Bethlehem, inspired the royal bard with his and be his shield and buckler in the midst of
Selecting for his text the twenty-fifth verse your attention.
library,
he has on his shelf some pieces of posed of young and old, of parents and chil own voice, and directed it in those lovely strife.
“
Our
text
may
have
often
recurred
to
you
of the thirty-third chapter of Deuteronomy,
psalms to personate Himself, so it is no
“Thrice is he armed who hath his quarrel just,
Mr. Melvill proceeds to take a survey of as a beautiful promise, pledging God to ad Christian biography, the histories of certain of dren, of husbands and wives, of brothers and
other than lie, who still to the present day,
And he but naked though locked up in steel,
minister
such
supports
to
his
people
as
shall
those
devoted
servants
of
God
who
were
bur

sisters,
without
feeling
that
much
bitterness
is
human life. His remarks upon the original
opens the lips of them that sing with the
Whose conscience with injustice is oppressed.”
apostacy of man are ingeniously advanced. be proportioned to their several necessities. ning and shining lights in their generation, and in store.
Christian Watchman.
spirit and with the understanding also. He
‘
As
thy
days,
so
shall
thy
strength
be.
’
And
who
bequeathed
their
memory
as
a
rich
leg

‘
I
can
see
far
enough
into
the
future
to
We are not, he says, to suppose that a com
opens
their
lips
to
show
forth
His
praise;
munication of “an entirely new set of ener it is unquestionably a most encouraging de acy to posterity. But there is a book which discern many funeral processions winding
<£ o in m u n i c a t i o n .
he gives harmony to their voice, and cheer
gies and passions” was given to man after claration, full of godly comfort, admirably we are yet more anxious that the cotagcr from your doors: 1 miss well-known faces
ful
melody
to
their
hearts.
He
lodges
the
For the Western Episcopal Observer.
his fall; for such a belief would assign to fitted to sustain us in the prospect of various should study, a book which he may possess from the weekly assembly, and the mournful
psaltery in their bosoms, and plays upon the
THE REV. WRI0THE5LEY RUSSELL.
God the introduction of sinful propensities. trials, and abundantly made good in the expe and peruse, though he have not a single print habits of other parts of the family explain
hidden chords of their inmost soul, with the
A recent notice of this truly humble and
In like manner, the conversion of man sig rience of the righteous. But whilst we ad ed volume in his dwelling nor scholarship but too sadly the absence. But be of good
breath of his mouth. He lives in their devoted Clergyman, in connection with the
mit
that
it
is
as
a
promise
that
our
text
is
enough
to
read
it,
even
if
he
had.
And
this
cheer;
the
widow
shall
not
be
desolate,
the
nifies, the partial recovery of that divine im
sighs of sorrow, and in their shouts of joy; vacant diocese of Chichester, suggests to the
age in which he was created. The faculties most interesting and attractive, we consider is the book of his own experience, this is fatherless shall not be deserted, when the
in their longing plaints of love, and in their subscriber some particulars in his history,
it
so
constructed
as
to
convey
important
les

the
book
in
whose
pages
are
inscribed
what
grave
opens,
there
shall
be
the
opening
of
remain the same, but their temper is renew
hymnings of praise; in their cries at the which are worthy of being related. lie is a
ed; the strings of the harp are not broken or sons with regard to that desire to make a pro the Almighty God hath done for himself. fresh springs of comfort; when the clouds
cross, and in exultation upon that delectable son of the late Duke of Bedford, and halfchanged, but they are modulated by a nobler vision on which we have been speaking. You The title page may be said to have been writ gather, there shall be the falling of fresh dews
hill, where, upon their foreheads, they find brother to the present leader in the House of
hand, and inspired with a purer harmony. will observe that the promise is simply, that ten on the day of conversion; and there is of grace; for heaven and earth may pass away,
themselves sealed with the Spirit, unto the Commons, Lord John Russell. He married
strength
shall
be
proportioned
to
the
day;
scarce
a
day
afterwards
which
does
not
add
a
but
r,o
jot
and
no
tittle
of
the
promise
can
fail
Mr. Melvill, in a very original path of argu
day of redemption. In every breathing of a lady connected with the family, and educa
ment, goes on to assert the inherent feeling there is no promise of an overplus, nor of leaf. And a page out of this book is practic —‘as thy days bo eliqll thy strength be.’
‘ And if you ask proof that we are not too the renewed nature, whether it be of a ted under its highest auspices. Both are un
of immortality in the human soul from the such store in hand as shall make us confident ally worth whole printed volumes. It may
groan or a hosanna; in every act of homage, common examples of eminent piety, united
very passion of accumulation. A desire for the future, because we have already full not be stamped with so surprising a history bold in our prophecy, we might appeal, as
and in every hailing of holy joy; in the with the greatest simplicity of character and
provision
for
its
wants.
The
promise
is
lit

as
those
volumes
could
furnish;
but
then
it
is
we
have
already
appealed,
to
the
registered
for the collection of treasure animated the
great temple choir of the waiting Church manners, and an unwavering, untiring earnest
breast of the inhabitant of paradise, as it erally fulfilled, if, up to the instant of our the history of himself, and therefore has a experience whether of the living or the dead.
militant, who all harmonize in that one eja ness to do good. The beginning of Lord
reality
and
a
convincingness
which
scarce
any
being
placed
in
certain
circumstances
may
This
experience
will
go
yet
further,
and
bear
now animates the child of the world. But
culation, “Amen, even so, come Lord Jesus, Russell’s character, as a devout man, was
in the first it was a hollowed thirst after the demand, provided only, that the grace be im other can have. The student of the volume us out in predicting peace in death, as well as
come quickly!” there, even there is He, the made at the University, when his serious
treasury of heaven—in the second, it is a parted, so soon as the circumstances become of memory knows thoroughly well that there support through life.
“ I have to pass through the trial from Lord and his Spirit, present, as the life and principles, not well suiting the taste and
feverish eagerness for the garments which actually our own. Nay, we must go even is nothing exaggerated, nothing fictitious in
inspiration of all, however poorly fitted views at home, he was sent travelling to the
the moth consumes, and for the houses of farther than this. The text clearly implies any of its statements; so that there is such which nature recoils, the earthly house must
gold where thieves break through and steal. that we are not to expect the grace or assis an air of truth thrown over the biography as be taken down, and the soul struggle away such persons and things may seem for pres continent, with a view to their being refined
In this manner the preacher transports his tance beforehand: it would not be true, that can hardly adorn the narrative of a stranger, from the body, and appear at the tribunal of ence and habitation like his.—Krummacher. i»to more mildness. At Rome, he met with a
pious companion, also a sojourner, whose
audience from the crowded mart and from the the strength was as the day, if we were fur which is almost sure to seem romantic in pro my Judge. How shall I feel at such a mo
HOPE FOR THE SINNER.
* * *
On ment as this ? Indeed, I dare not conjecture.
conversation only greatly confirmed and
throne of Mammon, to the vigil of Adam and nished, before the day of trial came, with portion as it is wonderful.
Infinite wisdom alone knows what will strengthened him in his spiritual walk. His
the garden of Eden. “The one spectacle whatsoever would be needful for passing well every account, therefore, we may safely say, The living know not, cannot know, what it is
suggests the other: I learn what man was, through its troubles. All that we have a that a whole library of biographical Yvorks, to die; we must undergo, before we can ima be the ultimate character of any man. AVe marriage was not well liked, because of the
from observing what he is.” W ithout stop right to infer from the passage is, that God and those too relating exclusively to righteous gine, the act of dissolution; life is an enigma cannot say that the worst man before God eminent devotedness of the lady. AA'hen
ping to analyse the truth of the view thus will deal out to us the supply of our wants, individuals, could not minister to the assur in its close, as in its commencement; we can at this moment may not hereafter be con there was no longer any prospect of altering
propounded, open, as we deem it to bo, to as fast as those wants actually rise, but that ance of a believer as the documents which not remember what it was to enter, we can verted into one of his best servants. AVe his purposes as to his subsequent course, his
the spear of criticism, we follow the writer He will not give us anything which may lay his own memory can furnish. These, then, not anticipate what it will be to quit the low know not what mercy may be provided for father presented him to the Rectorship of the
along this difficult path of, what we may by, or hoard up for fresh 'emergencics; and should often engage his study, whether he be er world. Yet if there be strength and col many that are now far off indeed from the Church, where is the family vault, of the
probably venture to call, metaphysics of the thus, we may say, the text is strongly con the rich or the poor. We would have you lectedness, in that fearful extremity, to medi Lord, or how they may be ‘made willing Russell family, and where the beheaded Lord
ology. Conscious of the perils and the win demnatory of all bringing into religion of give your mercies an imperishable character. tate of God, ‘my meditation of Him shall be in the day of his power.’ The language Russell is buried. There the good man liv
dings of the labyrinth into which we are en that passion for accumulation which is so dis We would have you engrave them not upon sweet.’ I shall remember that God hath of the gospel is plain. Whosoever willeth ed, when the writer met hint; the diligent
tering, it seems expedient to put the thread tinctive of human nature; for it requires the marble and not upon the brass, but upon promised, He will surely perforin. May I let him come; and there is no sinner living humble-minded pastor of a flock composed
of Mr. Melvill into the hand of the reader: us to live, from moment to moment, upon the tablets of your own minds; and we would not, therefore, be glad in the Lord? The who longs to fly to Christ, whom the sa almost entirely of peasantry, whom he used
“ And it is not merely, that viewing the God, and forbids our expecting that the grace have you watch the sculpture that not a soli things that are temporal are fading from the cred volume does not invite to seek refuge to assemble for social meeting and familiar
matter generally, we can see that the passion for to-morrow will be communicated to-day. tary letter be obliterated. If Samuel, when view; but the things that are eternal already in Him from the wrath to come. AVe are lecture, on Sunday night, in the kitchen of
“ These, however, are points which re the Israelites had won a victory over the crowd upon the view. The ministering spir very imperfect and short sighted creatures, his own house, the same being nicely prepar
for accumulating wealth is an original affec
tion of our nature, implanted for noble ends. quire to be stated more at length, and with Philistines, set up a commemorative stone, its wait to conduct me—the heavenly min and are totally ignorant of the designs of ed for the purpose, with a neat chandelier
If you examine it with a little more attention, greater clearness. In order, therefore, to and called it Ebenezer, say, ‘Hitherto hath strelsy sends me notes of gracious invitation; the Most High. I may see a very wicked hanging from the ceiling. There he con
you will be struck with the testimony which combine the several lessons which seem fur the Lord helped us,’ where are your monu one more thought of God as my father and man, and say that he is in the road to hell. tinues still. But the living of that parish was
there is in this passion to the exigencies and nished by the expressive words of our text, mental pillars carved with the story of what friend, one more prayer to the ‘resurrection But the same might have been said of Saul considered too small for the son of the Duke
destinies of man. If you were to speak with we shall direct your attention to two chief God hath done for your safety and comfort?” and the life,’ and I am in the presence of Him when he persecuted the Church of Christ, of Bedford, one of the largest lay-proprietors
Nothing can he more just or important who has never failed in accomplishing his and longed to be the murderer of every saint. of alienated tythes, and holders of Church
a great capitalist, one who has already reali topics of discourse, considering in the first
zed large wealth, but who is as industrious in place, the caution, and in the second the com than these remarks. Let the Christian voy word to his people. Bear witness—yes, we Yet unexpectedly to all the disciples, a mir patronage in England. He tried long to per
adding to his stores as though he were just fort, which the righteous may draw from the ages hang the lamp of his experience at the must appeal to the inhabitants of heavenly acle, of grace was to take place in this slay suade his son to accept of an additional par
beginning life, he would perhaps hardly tell saving, ‘as thy days, so shall thy strength prow,—let it illuminate the coming surge as places, to glorified spirits who have fought er of Christians; and what a wondrous ish, and be a holder of a pleurality, for the
you that he had any very definite purpose in be? ”
well as the past. The grace which has pro the last fight and now ‘rest from their labors.’ change was completed in him to the praise sake of the greater emolument. The son’s
This division leads the writer to consider tected him once will succour him again. Let We will ask them how they prevailed in the and glory of God? How should this encour conscience could not consent. He had two
heaping up riches, that there was any great
end which he hoped to obtain, or any new the impolicy of that depreciating temper of him only remember that his strength is to be combat with death? How, weak and worn as age ministers to ‘preach the gospel to every objections,—one was that he could not con
source of happiness whi«h he hoped to pos mind which induces a Christian of the pre proportioned to his days. The well may not they were, they held, fast their confidence in creature’ in the world, and to tell all sinners scientiously receive the emoluments of a parish
sess. He goes on aecuinulafingbecause there sent age to compare himself with the Chris be reached until die evening; but faith will the hour of dissolution, and achieved a victo that if they live and die in their present state which he could not serve. Another, that he
is an unsatisfied longing, a craving which has tian of an earlier era; to contrast, as it were, hear the water murmuring in the desert. We ry, and soared to happiness? Listen to their they must he lost for ever, but that if blest was contented with what he had, and desired
not been appeased, a consciousness which the peaceful page of his own history with are to measure our spiritual strength not by answer; the ear of faith may catch it, though with repentance, and enabled to seek forgive no more dignified station in the Church.—
will not suffer him to be idle, that man s bu the agony and the blood of the martyr-annals. possible, but by existing trials. No imagin it he not audible by the organ of sense:—We ness of sins through Christ Jesus, vile as Much is said to have been done to change his
siness upon earth is to make provision foi the It is not, the preacher thinks, to he objected ary bow may try the energy of our belief. were weak in ourselves—we entered the dark they are, there is redemption in his blood mind—it is said the skill of I^ord Brougham’s
future. For our part, we have no share in j to the vitality of religion in our own day, | A voice conies to us out of Judea—Sufficient valley, to all appearance unprepared for wres according to the riches of his grace and mer- powers was once brought to bear upon the
the feeling of wonder, which we often in • that many of its professors would wax cold unto the day is the evil thereof. To-day tling with the terrors with which it seemed cv. We have no business to make distinc- mind of the young man, for the purpose of
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reconciling it to the holding of a richer liv
ing in connection with that already possessed.
Die living especially, was that of a large
parish near London anti worth twice that of
his present parish. But all did not succeed
in changing his conscientious determinations.
At length he requested a favor of his father,
viz: that since he would not consent to re
ceive the gift of that richer living for himself,
he (the Duke) would give it to such clergy
man as he (the son) would name. The re
quest was granted. The Rev. Henry Blunt,
author of Lectures on St. Paul, &<•*, was
then suffering in health and needed just such
a change of place as that parish would afford.
The good man nominated him to the richer
living and kept the poorer for himself. The
next effort of the family, was to advance him
to the Deanery of Exeter and he was accor
dingly nominated under all the influence of
the Russell family, for that office. Whether
it was the bold stand made by the Bishop of
Exeter against the interference of the crown,
with the rights of the Chapter, in making a
nomination to that office; or whether it was
the unwillingness of Lord Bussell to he ad
vanced, preventing the final urging of his ap
pointment, which caused the failure of the
nomination, the writer knows not. Probably
both causes operated. At any rate the good
Bector remained in his chosen lot of humble
benevolence. But the ambition of the Bus
sells’ was not yet. wearied. Perhaps a Bish
opric would overcome his love of the simple,
quiet duties of a peasant-flock. In one of the
last London Records we read the following
lines: “ZZe hear from undoubted authority
that the. Bishoprick of Chichester, was of
fered to Lord JCriothesley Bussell, who re
fused to accept it. Now it is to be hoped, he
may ‘he left alone in his glory.’
c. r. M.

THE ARK OF THE GOSPEL---- ALL

less course of time. J.fy obliterated, but the
become dim, anil oftqge light of eternity will
record is there,. such searching power, that
break
shall be revealed and conscience
every P|o bear, willing or unwilling witness to
The following paraphrase of the fifty-first Psalm, bpry deed done in the body. To redeem the
from the pen of Dr. Shutlleworth, the new Bisj^ lime that is past, wc cannot; to anticipate the fu
ture, is equally unavailing. The present only
of Chichester, is offered for insertion in
is ours, and yet the uncertainty of that brings
umns ot the Observer.
spare
fearful considerations and a dreadful looking for
Oh thou, wnolov’stthe wrote’
of judgment, for no man can say, that he shall
Whom sin has led asDiPppliant*s prayer,
be to-morrow, but all should feel that they may
Hear righteous Go^^away.
not be; then can be properly estimated the lan
And wash hie
, . . ,
guage of the sweet psalmist of Israel;
ambled soul with shame
Yes: lek< its guilt confess;
Ititie, O Lord, be mine the blame;
Be thine the righteousness.

Thou know’st, in wretchedness and guilt
Man’s earliest years begin;
Corrupt his embryo frame is built,
II is infant thoughts are sin.

Yet, Lord, through this corrupted heart
'Phy cleansing streams convey;
Oh, sanctify each inmost part,
And wash its stains away.
What though polluted it has been,
By shame and fear oppress’d;
Cleanse thou, O God, and it is clean;—
Bless thou, and it is blest.
From him, the wretch, to thee who turns
Avert not thou thy face;
Nor from the humble heart that mourns
Withdraw thy helping grace.

So shall I swell the note of praise,
From sin and bondage free;
And show the mercy of thy ways
To those who’ve erred like me.
Lost though I be, defiled with blood,
Yet thou thy he1p dispense;
My wailing shall he gratitude,
My guilt be innocence.
No slaughter'd victim dost thou need,
Or victims] would pay:
And many a sacrifice should bleed
To wash my stains away;

But no: the soul’s repentant smart
Thou, Lord, slialt not despise:
A broken and’a contrite heart
Are thy best sacrifice.
For the Western Episcopal Observer.

THOUGHTS ON TIME—-THE NEW YEAR.

As we are now fast entering the portals of a
new year, stepping as it were into the car of
time, to begin another stage of our journey; it
would seem a fitting season to pause and think,
and take a retrospect of the past, and examine
our plans for the future. This lias been called
emphatically the season of settlements, the time
for striking balances; for settling old accounts and
beginning a new record, with men of business.
The closing page upon which is summed up the
transactions of the past year is prepared with
much care, and the result is anticipated with
much anxiety; on some the mind fluctuating and
excited, alternating between hope and fear, in
others, although more certain that the final and
last account ot Profit and Loss will show a de
cided preponderance, on the side of gain, yet at
last disappointed, if instead of thousands, it is
not tens of thousands. The last day of the old
vear is with the business world fixed as a day of
grand assize, a day of trial, and of judgement,
unto which all the various operations of the pre
ceding are brought, for adjudication, and the
"rand result to be determined whether the time
past has been so used as to bring to its employ
er an increase of that commodity, the standard
nf value by which they estimate it, money; or
on the other hand whether it has been employed
in vain, as in proportion to the amount that they
may find their means diminished. Be the result
os it may, hope impels them onward, and with
renewed zeal, and increased eneigj , they press
forward resolving to redeem the time that is
past; the one class animated with a firm deter
mination to make up deficiencies, and the other
urged by similar feelings to increase the already
increasing store of this worlds goods, all having
written as it evinces upon their frontlets:
.
‘Time is money.
A prudential consideration for, and proper in
dustry in procuring, and frugality in using
the needful things for our temporal well-being,
is not only commanda!^ but a duty commended
and incumbent upon all; but when wc bind all
our energies to the acquisition of wealth, and so
embody this idea within us, that we make the
proportion of gain the standard of value by winch
we estimate time, we deceive ourselves and per
vert the design and misuse this most piecious
gift of God, and place upon it a value bearing
no comparison toils real worth. Time is in
valuable by any standard that man can affix, be
cause he has nothing that he can give in ex
change for it, for had he the wealth of the world
i life, nor
he could not add one moment to
o\- redeem
«tay its progress for a single seco
d himself
or call back that which is past.
andard by
its true value, and th
bits fix:
nd this no
estimates it is Eternit
which ')

IS RIGHT.

man can lower, neither can he tell how soon he
There are a few subjects to which we design call royal imperial courts, the achievments of conquer
The ark of Noah was a type of Christ. And it
may be brought to know the worth of time past, ing the attention of our readers, in the editorial col ors, and the revolutions of empires, in themseftes
considered, stand quite in the back ground, in the was a fit representative of the gospel: for it was di
by death compelling him to part with that umns of the Observer, and we name them in the view of Ilim who has published to the Universe, his
which now is. The true practical value of outset. They are: First, the present favorable op determination to set his own Son upon the throne vinely planned and exactly fitted for the great emer
time to mankind is in the use of it now, seizing portunity for securing adequate ground for ou of the whole earth. And when he says, 1 Ask of gency. No vessel of mere human invention or
and I will give thee the heathen for thine inherit structure, could have survived that flood of waters
each moment as it flies, and diligently appropri churches, parsonages and cemeteries, in all the new me,
ance, the utmost part of the earth for thy possess
And so it is with the gospel ark. It is no human
ating it to the attainment of wisdom, the imper and growing settlements of the west; and in con ions,’ lie exhibits in prominent view, the influence
ishable riches which shall endure not only nection herewith, the duty of providing in a manner of prayer. It is made (the primum mobile,) the invention but a divine construction, and no other
throughout all time, but when time shall be no corresponding to their reasonable wants, f<’-the de great first cause on which the event is to revolve. — can meet the emergencies of the soul. Human in
then let prayer ascend. Let secret, social and ventions and systems may do for the rivers of time
more. It is the seed-time for eternity, and as cent and suitable support of our clergy, Much has Oh,
simultaneous public prayer be offered. But let it
we sow so shall we reap; as we scatter so shall been said, and faithfully too, upon this last mention be the prayer of faith, which trusts the immutable and men may float gaily in them ; but they will not
we gather; as we cultivate our time, so shall be ed topic, by our bishops, in their addresses to their and unfailing promises. Let it be the prayer the- avail for the last, most important voyage. Nothing
seen the fruits of our labors, in their entire ful Conventions: but these have been lost to nearly all Holy Ghost inspires. Then may we expect moun- will do then but the gospel ark. In this all is right
lains of difficulties to sink to plains, and to see brid
ness when the Lord shall gather the harvest into of our people, in consequence of the limited range of ges extending across the gulfs of our despair ; mas For although men who are wise in their own con
his garner. How precious is this talent which circulation of our journals. Actuated by no merce sive walls of seclusion crumbling away. 1 hen no ceit may find fault and suggest an improvement here
God has committed unto us, and how few are the nary motives, but solely through love to the church ‘ lion’shall he there (as such) and it no ravenous and there, they are like foolish children criticising
number of those who have begun to estimate of our God, we shall endeavor to lay this subject beast, then no ‘ dragon’ (as such) shall go up. And the work of some distinguished artificer. True
the ransomed of ihe Lord, m China, shall return
rightly, anti of even that number how few of open and bare to the very bone. For few have any and come to Zion, with songs and everlasting joy the structure is in some respects mysterious. It has
them are there who give to this subject that se conception of the trials of many of our brethren, upon their heads ; they shall obtain joy and glad ‘some things which are hard to be understood,
rious consideration, which its inestimable impor. owing to the neglect of their wants by those who ness, and sorrow and sighing shall flee away. U and men come and try to look into its dark cham
come that day, Lord ! thy children pray. I hen
portance demands.
receive their services; and fewer 6tillseeni to appre lay the>d bodies by, and receive our spirits to thy bers and ask what are these for ? And here and
there we find some curious and mystical piece of
It is to us of all things the most valuable, and ciate the influence of this evil upon the prosperity self
workmanship or some incomprehensible apparatus
vet there is nothing of which we are so prodi ofour Zion.
And human philosophy proposes to dispense with
gal in the use, and so perfectly heedless in the
THE
CHURCH
RECORD,
Secondly, we propose keeping an eye upo” tfte
abuse of—so much so that multitudes are daily practical operation of our western misw ‘1S’ an^ A weekly paper, devoted, chiefly to the cause of Chris them as useless—nay, some even go so far as to find
seeking and devising ways how they may kill it, venturing with all kindness and resp" for the act
tianity anti Education.—Francis L. Hawks, D fault with the entire arrangement, as not rational.—
But still all is right I There is not a single apart
not that they have any desire that their term of ngcomniittee in New York, to
Ollt a *ew mat'
D., Proprietor and Editor, Flushing, N. Y.
ment which is too small or too large, too dark or too
existence should be shortened a single day, but ters certainly worthy the co>- Jera^*on of the church,
Dr. Hawks’ paper came upon us unheralded by
that they may destroy the present, vainly imagin in which, as we conco^’ sonie material change is any announcement in our Episcopal exchanges, and Jj.rht—not a single plank or nail which is out of
place. And when the flood of death shall come and
ing that the anticipated joys of the unknown to required.
without the usual note of preparation by circulars
Thirdly, we *e dnxi°UE t° aid the cause ef educa &c. It is however not the less welcome. Is it that sweep every human invention and overrun the moun
morrow may bring that indescrihle something,
which is to repay for present suffering, or pres tion in th- *lUrck: by which we mean, the establish- our versatile and able brother of St. Thomas’ must tains of pride, this ark will be found precisely adap
ent disappointment, and wipe out as it were, mtn‘ schools and seminaries under the care and needs prove himself aptus ad omnia, that he thus ted to the wants of the soul. And when it rests on
.the records of the past and clear the conscience .trol of our parochial clergy, where the principles turns his hand at once and with such facility to the the heavenly Arrarat and we review it at onr leis
from the harowing conviction of a guilty misig; of sound and useful learning may be taught in con work of editorship ? Be this as it may, his paper is ure, and remember the incidents of the voyage, and
provement of days and years that canno^ctions nection with the great and essential truths of the well done and likely to be a leading and very influ judge by the better light which we shall there have;
called. The impressions made byu^ience as gospel, as set forth in the formularies of our church. ential one in its way. A great portion of its matter we shall not only believe but sec that all was right!
So strong is our sense of the importance of such
are stamped upon the mind, aiuL
’
is fresh and original, and the excerpta are made
days and months, and y^V^ressioHS
institutions, that we have viewed with the sincerest
HUME S APOLOGIST.

‘So teach us to number our days, that we may
apply our hearts unto wisdom.’

satisfaction, a number of our most valuable clergy
directing their efforts to this spheie of labor. We
are slow to grant that it is in any respect inferior in
usefulness to the station of the parochial charge..—
Less ground may be cultivated, hut certainly with a
more vigorous spiritual husbandry, and in the au
turnn a rich harvest will be gathered.
**
RETURN OF DR.

PARKER FROM THE CHINESE

MISSION.

The Rev. Peter Parker is favorably known to us
as a zealous and well-learned divine and Missionary,
and as having been particularly successful as a medi
cal man in conciliating the respect and confidence
of the Chinese. The letter which follows, and which
was written on board the Ship Nantic, off Sandy
Hook, bearing date December 9, 1840, gives us
interesting intelligence concerning the state of things
at Canton. Dr. Parker, say the Editors of the N.
Y. Observer, to whose colnms we are indebted for
the letter, has embraced the present opportunity to
return to his native land, while by the position of af
fairs in China, his benevolent efforts for the good of
the people, are for a season arrested. It is the in
tention of Dr. Parker to resume his labors among
the Chinese so soon as the Providence of God shall
permit.

The first duty in point of time as well as of
importance, is self-examination, and surely a
more proper period for entering upon it one
could not have than the present. Let us then
enter upon it at once while we have the time,
lest God should say to us when wc are brought
to it by some dispensation of his providence,
when I would, thou wouldst not, now when thou
wouldst, I will not. Procrastination is not only
the thief of time hut it is the grave-digger for
eternity, cheating us out of all happiness here,
and is the annihilation of all hope for the future. To the Editors of the New York Observer;
Leighton.

(Episropal ©bserver.
THE

PULPIT,

THE

PEN,
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THE

PRESS.

CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE:
SATURDAY, JANUARY 2, 1841.
TO OUR READERS.

In issuing our first number, an introductory para
graph or two would seem to be proper. If in dis
charging this formality we should be wanting in
ease and gracefulness, we hope we shall he excused;
for it will be remembered that to speak of ourselves
and our contemplated doings, requires a nice steer
age between false modesty and egotism. Let us,
however, try to make a beginning.
In regard to the intellectual character of our paper,
we wish to be sparing in our promises, and we hope
our patrons will he moderate in their expectations.—
We can assure them tliat there is great wisdom ill
cherishing moderate expectations. It will prove a
safeguard against disappointment; and what they
get beyond what they expect, will be clear gain. It
will be a sort of windfall producing a pleasurable
glow of surprise. We will, however, do what we
can to make our paper attractive, as a vehicle of
truth. And wc shall especially study brevity in our
editorials, so that if they should not reward a peru
sal, they may not be complained of for length.
In its religious character, we siia.ll endeavor to make
our periodical a distinct reflector of the doctrines of
the gospel as they are condensed and exhibited in
our Articles and Homilies. These clear and valued
standards of our church we appreciate next to the
Bible, and we desire to hold them up in their simpli
city, freed from all modern mystification, or ancient
rubbish. Direct controversy we would as far as pos
sible, avoid; believing that as a general rule, the bet
ter mode of removing error is by pressing forward
the truth. But we must not forget that the wisdom
which cometh down from above ‘ is first pure, then
peaceable,’ and were we to pledge ourselves to avoid
all controverted points, we should virtually promise
to turn aside from the fundamental truths ol the
gospel. We admit that there is a contentiousness in
our human nature which needs to be watched, but
there is also an earnest contention for the faith, from
which we must not draw back: nor can we for a mo
ment give place to that broad liberalism which ‘ be
lieves in all unbelief,’ and by this summary creed,
sweeps away all occasion for denouncing false doc
trine.
The chief duty of conducting the paper will con
tinue to rest upon its former editor, with such aids
from his co-adjutors as they may be able to offer
consistently with their parochial responsibilities.—
Original communications or judicious selections
sent in by our friends, will be gratefully received.—
And to those w ho love Zion and pray for her prosper
ity, we would put it as a matter of conscience whether
they might not now and then group into a paragraph
or a column, thoughts which would prove useful
volunteers in our spiritual warfare. We feel persua
ded that our pious laity might do much more than
they are wont, in this way. Their position in the
world often gives them advantages in writing for the
religious press, which clergymen cannot have. And
they might in this mode improve many fragments of
time which are now comparatively lost—many good
thoughts too, met with in the course of their rea
ding, might be made available to the general good.
In setting out under new auspices, We feel cheer
ed by our prospects. There is every reason to expect
for our paper an extensive circulation, and to aid in
realizing that expe flation, allow us to suggest to ev
ery parent and head of a family the propriety of in
into the domestic circle,
troducing a religious pai
Many who would not re: a religious book will take
up a newspaper; and soi who would be averse to
(he perusal of a chapter in the Bible, might receive a
word ‘fitly spoken’ through the columns of a week
ly print.

with admirable judgment and tact. The historical
department is rich in papers of permanent value, for
which we are indebted to Dr. Hawks chiefly
his capacity of ‘ Historiographer of the Church.’—
We cordially bid him God speed in his good work,
and shall welcome the Church Record with all hear
tiness to our own field of western labor, and honor
it by transferring to our own columns frequent ex
tracts—especially from its historical matter.
»

GOOD WORKS.

To worship, to love and to serve God, one’s self, is
the first of good works : to teach and invite others
to do the same, is the second. To renounce every
tiling of this kind, one’s self, is the first of evil
works : and the second is hie unto it; to tempt
and seduce others that they may fall after Ihe same
example of unbelief. Witness David Hume, of
whom his Apologist says, ‘ whatever might be the
force of hisfaith, no one, it is conjectured, will charge
him with having neglected good works.’
THE LADIES REPOSITORY AND GATHERINGS OF
THE WEST.

This monthly, of 32 royal 8 vo pages, the first
number of which is just issued at the Western
Methodist Book Concern, by Messrs. J. F. Wright
and L. Swarmsledt, is conducted by Rev. Messrs.
C. Elliott and L. L. Hamline, Editors of the Wes
tern Christian Advocate. The style of getting up
is decidedly creditable to the taste and enterprise of
our Methodist brethren, and the ability and tone of
its matter are such as to make it every where, we
doubt not, highly acceptable and useful. The num
ber before us is embellished by a rich engraving on
steel, by Woodruff, from a painting by S. Lee, of
one of the most lovely and picturesque scenes on
the Ohio,—and altogether is made very attractive,
t. We perceive by a notice on the cover, that the
Repository is published in pursuance of certain reso
lutions of the late General Conference of the Meth
odist Episcopal Church, and we doubt not will be
sustained by the characteristic energy and zeal of
American Methodism. The literary merits of the
first number, the matter of which is wholly original,
are in a high degree creditable both to the editors
and their contributors. We cordially welcome this
new Western Monthly to our editorial table and to
the list of our exchanges.

Dear Brothers,—You may recollect as the conclu
ding remarks of Dr. Wisner, in his farewell instruc
tions, the following : ‘ If the decree has passed in
heaven that China shall be saved, what are walls of
national separation, what will imperial edicts and
prohibitions avail ? The struggle may be hard, for
it is to be the last. But the bulwarks of satan will
not withstand the shock, nor his armies prove victo
rious. God will reign and subject China to his scep
tre. Go then, dear brother, to the conflict, in his
name and strength. Be faithful unto death. And
we will mingle our sympathies with you again,
when you receive your immortal crown.' Tip this
I most cordially subscribed. It was not, however,
anticipated then that a hostile collision between two
mighty empires of the East and the West, would
afford the opportunity of a brief recess, to repair
exhausted energies, to bear a report of the land to
the churches of Christendom, and having for a time
breathed the atmosphere that regales them, with
new ardor to hasten back to ‘ the hard struggle,”
and to thrice beloved China. These are my hopes.
You are aware of the interesting revolution in pro
gress. A more momentous crisis has not occurred
since the founding, not of the Great Pure Dynasty,
but of the Empire of China. It is one that cannot
be contemplated with ordinary concern. The re
The Methodist Protestant denomination are taking
sults are too mighty, to be regarded with common
emotions. The question is to be decided, perhaps measures to establish a Theological and Literary
has been, whether the relations between China and Institute near Baltimore. The Rev. Francis Wa
the civilized world are to he retrograde or progress
ive, to deteriorate or improve. The preliminaries of ters, D. D., has been appointed Principal.
hostilities had commenced. Novel exhibitions were
made before the eyes of the Chinese. Steamers
MISERIES OF THE ‘ SANS POTATOF,’ IRISH.
were plying up and down their waters, demonstra
No
living writer is capable of saying his things in
ting, contrary to the recent assertions of an Imperi
al officer, that ‘ such vessels exist only in the brain a more idiomatic, pointed and effective way, than
of the translator.’ British troops to the amount of Thomas Carlyle. He is, to use a phrase of his
some thousands had arrived, and a part proceeded
to the North, and a part remained to enforce a own, ‘ a seeing man’—has notions of distance,
blockade of the rivers of Canton, and others were and rarely fails to give others who have eyes to see
daily expected. The blockade had gone into effect, right notions of distance. We have read and fan
salt junks had been seized, and the accompanying cied a great deal of ‘ the fever-bed of misery’ on
packet will afford you the details.
The connections which the measures in progress winch the wretched Irish peasantry lie groaning
have with the moral destiny of China, call for the more than half the year, but we do not remember
most devout prayer of the church to God in her be any where to have seen a page like the following
half. They should beseech Him whose is the pre from Carlyle’s Chartism :
rogative to bring order out of confusion and light
Ireland, (says lie,) has near seven millions of
out of darkness, and to make Ihe wrath of men sub
serve his purposes of mercy, that such may be the working people, the third unit of whom, it appears
case in the present instance, and that by all these by statistic science, has not for thirty weeks each
changes that are taking place, he will speedily pre year, as many third rate potatoes as will suffice
pare the'way to give the kingdom and the dominions him. It is a fact perhaps the most eloquent that
was ever written down in any language, at any date
of China to his own dear Son.
Hoping at an early opportunity losee you, face to of the world’s history. Was change and reforma
face, I will only add, that I left the members of the tion needed in Ireland? Has Ireland been guided
missions in good health, and all at Macao, except and governed in a wise and loving manner ? A go
Dr. Diver, who with a few merchants had not left vernment and guidance of white European men
Canton on the 5th of July. Mr. Abeel, dear broth which has issued in perennial scarcity of potatoes to
er, was enjoying remarkable health for him, and is in the third man extant,—ought to drop a veil over its
face and walk out of court under conduct of proper
this respect, a wonder to himself and friends.
officers ; saying no word : expecting now of a sure
Believe me ever affectionately
ty, sentence either to change or die. All men, we
Y ours,
must repeat, were made by God, and have immortal
Peter Parker.
souls in them. The Sanspotatoe is of the self-same
Dr. Parker thus adverts to the present crisis in stuff as the superfinest Lord Lieutenant. Not an
the affairs of his adopted country, at the close of individual Sanspotatoe human scarecrow but had a
a fervid and animated address, delivered in the Broad life given him out of Heaven, with eternities depen
on it ; for once and no second time, with im
way Tabernacle, New York, on Sunday evening, ding
mensities in him, over him and round him ; with
the 13th December :
feelings which a Shakespeare’s speech would not al
As to the signs of the times, many things indi ter : with desires illimitable as the Autocrats of all
cate a new era. The great Celestial Dynasty ap the Russias! Ilim, various thrice honored persons,
pears to have reached the zenith of its glory, and things, and institutions have long been teaching,
has occupied the throne 200 years, about the period long been guiding, governing : and it is perpetual
which Providence has allowed to the most protracted scarcity of third rate potatoes, and to what depends
reign since the founding of the Empire. The Lion thereon that he has been taught and guided ! Fig
of the west and the Dragon of the east, after long, ure to thyself, O high minded, clear headed, clean
repeated and reciprocal goading, have roused them burnished reader, clapt by enchantment into the torn
selves up, and have come to combat. British troops coat and waste hunger lair of that same root-devour
to the amount of some thousands, ships of the line, ing brother man !
frigates, sloops of war, and steamers, with the im
plements of European warfare, had arrived in the
What visage, of even cast iron-gravity, does not
Chinese waters. A blockade had been established
and enforced. Imperial and fulminating edicls had now and then relax into a still smile at least by a
been issued. The ranks of the celestial soldiery re delicate and genuine passage of wit ? Dr. Thomas
plenished, and the army subjected to new discipline. Fuller, remarkable for his corpulency and the large
Old fortresses were repaired and repairing, and new
ones erected, and wars and rumors of wars were the ness of his head, as well as for his great learning,
being one day in company with his friend Sparrowconstant topic of daily remark and inquiry.
Is there sometimes a tide in the affairs of men? hawk, with whom he was on terms of great famil
Then is there such in China. Contrary to all ex iarity, playfully asked him the difference between an
pectations, standing once more in the midst of a
Christian asssemhly in my native land, with all the owl and a Sparrowhawk. ‘ Precisely this,’ said
sincerity and earnestness of my heart, I entreat the his friend, surveying the person of the Dr., ‘viz :
church Io awake to the importance of the crisis. 1 that the owl is fuller in the head, fuUor in the body,
plead for my adopted country ; not for ‘her firesides and Fuller all over.’
and her domestic altars,’ the former she lias none,
and the latter are dedicated to false gods; but I in
sword’s POCKET ALMANACK.
tercede for her redemption. No finite mind can ful
ly foresee, no tongue express, or pen describe, the
With the closing year we have received and do
interests now pending in that land. Cn
faith
and prayers of the church may be suspended the de most cordially welcome, our ever authentic and trus
cision, whether the redemption of China shall come ty friend, Sword’s Pocket Almanac. Multnm in
now, or when many more generations, (and a gener parzo, verily. This little manual for 1841, is
ation here includes millions,) shall first have gone compiled with unusual care. Its statistics are in
with their idolatry unatoned to the bar of God.—
The wealth of princes, the splendid pageantry of general, done with great accuracy.

It was said with characteristic point by a shrewd
reader of Dr. Smith’s Apology for the Life and
Death of Mr. ILumc, that he should think it a less
misfortune to have the disgrace of hanging incurred
on him, than to have such an apologist.
TIIF. MISERIES OF PRIDE.

THE DOMESTIC CIRCLE.

In accordance with the announcement of our Pro
spectus, a department of onr paper (underthe above
heading) is occupied with nxlter from the pen of
Miss MaragaretCoxe, author of the Young Ladies’
Companion, &c. Her introductory \marks are of
course intended to have special referencKro the col
umns assigned to her supervision—though they are
not inapplicable to other departments of the paper
-‘The Wonders of Frost’ will be seen to hav^
been written for our juvenile readers, of whom
among the uumerous families to which the Observer
has access, we hope each week to meet many an ea
ger and joyous circle.
We wish our little readers all A HAPPy KEW yj£AB
THE AMERICAN ECLECTIC.

This work is conducted by Dr. Peters and Mr
Treat, and published at New York once in two
months. The first number has just made its ap
pearance. We shall recur to it in our next.
DEATH OF REV. DR. BAYARD.

SayS the NeW York Dai,y Standardol the all, Dec. ‘with much regret the death of the
Rev. Dr. Bayard, on his homeward passage from
Bayroot. Me receive this melancholy intelligence
just as our paper is going to press.
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

*.* From the numerous able and practiced wrilers of the two cities of Cincinnati and Louisville,
both of which will we trust henceforth feel and ac
knowledge a fostering and generous paternity in our
paper, we shall hope to receive valuable and frequent
contributions. We invite to our aid th- very best
strength of all the West, but specially of these noble
western cities.

We have received by a very circuitous route, viz:
Baltimore and Gambier, and too late for the present
number, an Obituary from‘W. II. N.’ Should its
unusual length oblige us a little to abridge it for our
next, we trust our afflicted brother will pardon the
necessary liberty.
MEETING

The following picture of a proud man is taken
from the writings of Bishop Hopkins, an author of
strong sense and vivid fancy, who flourished about
the close of the 17th century. It is a picture wor
thy not only of a. second view, but of a close examin
ation. Let every reader try how far it resembles
himself before bo begins to note its likeness to his
neighbor.
‘ There be two things in pride which make it so
unlovely: unsociableness and contention.
‘ A proud man is an unsociable man. He looks
upon all others as below him, hates a rival, and
scorns to have an equal. If all will not vail to his
opinions in matters of dispute, or to his humor in
matters of practice, he takes himself as affronted by
them; and, because he hath given himself a kind of
sovereignty over others, looks upon himself as
wronged, if others will not do so too, and let him
control and govern them as the only fit and able
person to do it. Hence we may commonly observe,
that, though there is a kind of love and complacen
cy between all other sinners, one towards another ;
as the drunkard loves his pot-companion, and seeks
his company; the thief joins himself in society
with those who are thieves, and every one seeks to
rub his vice upon as many as he can: yet never was
it seen that two proud men could agree together:—
for none is a greater enemy to pride in any but him
self, than a proud man ; and that because this is a
vice that always seeks superiority and pre-eminence,
J.Iol, a prc.,,,1 man oannni bcai II, u.iiy Out IlIlUself.
‘ Again, pride is always contentious, full of strife
and brawl. And it must needs be so : for as tumors
and swelling boils in the body are very sore, and the
least touch makes them ache and rage, so these
swelling, proud men, if they be but at all touched in
their repute or interest, yea or but in their fancy or
opinion, presently rage or storm, and cannot bear, no
not the least thing which they imagine to be an inju
ry done them, for proud flesh is always tender.’

FOR THE SUPPRESSION

OF COFFEE HOU

SES.

The meeting held for this object pursuant to no
tice, in the Cincinnati College Hall, on Wednesday
evening, was very numerously attended by our most
respectable and influential citizens, and its proceed
ings marked by n tonn of very exemplary earnest
ness and zeal in behalf of good order and pure pub
lic arid private morals. We rejoice to witness such
demonstrations of firmness and well-judged, and now
well-organized and efficient effort in the suppression
of a nuisance which on all hands is admitted and
felt to be very grievous.
THE NEW YEAR.

What heart is so joyless and unloving as to be
wholly untouched by the spirit of this ever joyous
and charitable season ? To what heart does not the
New Year come with blessings—nay, even with
smiles ? Childhood, ever loving and gladsome, greets
the New Year with an exuberant heartiness and ful
ness of joy,—and youth, ‘ all budding with capabili
ties’ ‘all-too hopeful’ and confiding; and grave and
earnest manhood, and sere old age—all feel the sea
son to be ‘a lime to be joyful.’—Would that it might
be to all, as is most fitting, a season of high resolve
and prayerful and grateful trust in Him who ‘crowneth the year with his goodness and whose paths drop

fatness.’
MR. WHITING’S BOOK STORE, COLUMBUS.

Mr. Whiting s collection of standard works in
Divinity, Law, Medicine, Belles Letters, &c., &c.,
and of new and fresh works in every department ot
letters, is uncommonly rare and rich. We refer to
this establishment now, with the special design of di
recting the attention of members of our church, who
may be visiting Columbus, to a greater variety and
extent of Episcopal works than can be any where
found west of the mountains.
DR. AYDELOTT’s ADDRESS ON THE DUTIES OF AMER
ICAN CITIZENS.

Walter Colton, late of the U. S. Navy, author of
‘Constantinople and Athens,’ &c. has recently be
come joint editor and publisher with Col. Childs, of
the ‘Philadelphia North American’—a paper
which we shall be most happy to add to our ex
change list. We forbear from motives which our
modest and facetious cousin will perfectly under
stand, from saying what we think of the rare capa
bilities of this new editor for his present vocation.
Mr. Gallagher of the Cincinnati Gazette {germane
to Mr. Colton only in genius and therefore free to
give utterance to what he thinks of him and of his
editorial ability,) thus notices the change:
Wo otsep.rvo by lbn ln«t Pbilnrlolpbia Amnrifsj

that that excellent paper has recently undergone a
change of proprietorship. It is now in the hands
of Messrs. Walter Colton and Cephas G. Childs, the
former of whom is (and we judge from internal marks
has been for a month or two) its editor. We have
some pleasant recollections of Mr. Colton, as editor,
in 1829—30, of the Washington Spectator, and
again several years later, (after his retiracy from the
station of Chaplain in the United States Navy,) as
the author of ‘Ship and Shore,’ a work of many
excellencies, and decided marks of originality and
power. He is a poet, moreover, and makes the
sixth or seventh member of the genus irritabile now
seated upon editorial tripods in the city of brotherly
love. Under Mr. Colton’s control, the Philadelphia
American cannot fail to achieve and maintain a
character of usefulness and influence. It will cer
tainly have both moral tone and individuality, qual
ities not so often found in our journals as they ought
to be, and yet both necessary to the success of the
full and proper purposes of the newspaper press.
The Howard Society, of this city, held an ad
journed meeting at one of the halls of the Cincinnati
College, on Thursday evening. The fullness of the
attendance indicated the liveliest interest on the
part of our citizens, in the good objects of this as
sociation of charity.
A Report was read by the Chairman of the Com
mittee charged at a previous meeting with that du
ty, which was accepted, and after an interesting
discussion, referred to the same committe with in
structions to prepare a bill to be presented to the
Legislature, and report the same at a meeting to be
held at the College Chapel, on Tuesday evening,
the 5th inst. This meeting, we doubt not, will be
full and spirited.
JOURNALS OF THE CONVENTIONS OF

1840.

We have marked passages of this able pamphlet
of the President of Woodward College, for our col
umns, and shall make place for them in our next.
We regret to learn from our eastern exchanges,,
of this morning, of the death of Mrs. Professor
Keith, of Alexandria. She departed this life at her
late residence, at the Theological Seminary of Vir
ginia, on Wednesday, the 16th ult., after an illness
of about three weeks. Mrs. Keith was the daughter
of the late Stephen Higginson, Esq., of Boston, and
a lady of rare endowments of mind and heart.
** Several notices of Annuals and other recent
publications designed for this number, are una
voidably postponed for want of space.
EXCHANGE

PAPERS.

We take leave to request of our brethren with
whom we exchange, to cause our present editorial
address—JCestern Episcopal Observer, Cincinnati, to
be written in full upon the papers sent to us—other
wise they are very likely to be interlopers in the
Post office box of the Cincinnati Observer.
Some of our exchanges continue to come to us
tardily through the Post offic? at Gambier. Will
our brother editors or their publishers, make the
necessary change of address and place of publication
upon their package books?
PUBLISHING OFFICE OF THE WESTERN EPISCOPAL
OBSERVER.

The publishing office of our paper is in Roger's
buildings, in 4th street,a few doors from Main,
south side.
The Publisher will promptly attend to all matters
of business connected with subscriptions.
The Senior Editor's room is at the house of J. M.
Bissel, Esq. 8th, park, 2 doors west of Race,north side.
NEW PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT.

We invite attention to the new printing estab
lishment of the publisher of the Observer, in Roger’s
Row, a few doors from Main, in West4ih, south
side. The mechanical execution of our sheet will
sufficiently indicate Mr. Raymond’s competency in
his vocation. We have before expressed our opinion
oflns personal worth.

The Secretaries of the Diocesan Conventions
The unavoidable delay in the issue and delivery of
who receive a copy of this number of our paper, will
greatly oblige us by forwarding to the address of the the first number of the present volume our readers
Editors of the ICesterh Episcopal Observer, Cincinna will, wc doubt not, readily appreciate—as incident
to the removal of the Press at Bfis season of the
ti, copies of their Journals.
year, and the arrangement
ncw lyPe»
Our
In our advertising columns will be found the Pros publisher will, we doubt riot, issue the future num
pectus of ‘ A Family Magazine to be devoted to the bers of the Observer, with entire punctuality.
cause of Female Education: edited by the Rector of
The first two numbers of the Observer will be sent to
the Columbia Female Institute with the aid of the
Rt. Rev. Visitor, Bishop Otey, and the Tutoresses,’ some persons irho have not licrctoJoTc been subscribers.
We look for a work of admirable tone and talent in Should they wish the paper to be continued, they arc re
this proposed Family Magazine and will do our en quested to indicate it by retaining the copies sent,—
deavor to obtain‘fit audience’ for it wherever our if not, by returning the copies of the 2d number, with
their names and residence wiitlcn upon them.
editorial voice is heard.

GENERAL BOOKBINDING CO.

£l)c Western <£piseopal Observer.
Astern dioceses and missions.
<T>fifo.
clergy of this Diocese, including the Bishop,
-/ire, tbe candidates for orders, twelve, the
are fif"-*1 ■*umber
2 3 4 *o*f *communicants
***
2132.
ere*** following report of the Committee to whom
^ferred so much of the Bishop’s late Address
7 ted to the Education and Missionary Com#8 ** and which was adopted with great unaniini^h^'the 23d annual Convention, will indicate an
'J "rUI,t feature in the missionary and educational
in,P°(Tements of the Diocese, and if the planbecar^Tout as we trust il wil1 be’ with efficiency and
r*al Cannot fail to result in very important conselCa ’ es to the Diocesan Seminary, and to the still
unoccupied and strictly missionary parts of the

S?The Committee, to whom was referred so much
f the Bishop’s Address as relates to the cause of
Missions and Education within the Diocese, and althe report of the Education and Missionary Com
mittee, beg leave to report, that they do not deem
™necessary to add any thing to the statements ana
* eals of the documents committed to them, but
would submit for the action of the Convention, the
following resolutions—embodying a plan of operalions, which they hope if adopted, will be an efficient
one in promoting the object desired.
1. Resolved, That a missionary sermon shall be
reached annually before the Convention of the Dioc„e, at such time and by such clergyman as the
Bishop shall appoint; at which time a collection
shall be taken up in behalf of Missions and Theolo
gical education.
> 2. Resolved, That the Diocese be divided into
six Missionary districts, as follows : the North-East,
the North-West, the Central, the Scioto, the SouthEast, and the South-West, (the precise boundaries
to be fixed by the Bishop,) in each of which there
shall be held an annual Convocation of the clergy at
such time and place as the Bishop shall appoint, the
special object of which shall be the taking up of col
lections and the promotion generally of the Mission
ary work in their respective districts. Each Convo
cation may appoint a committee to act in its recess,
or adopt any other organization which shall best
promote the interests ot Missions within its bounds.
The funds collected by each Convocation shall be
transmitted to the Treasurer of the General Com
mittee, and shall be appropriated, if desired, with
reference to the wants of the district from which
they come.
‘ 3. Rcsolred,further, That it be expected of the
parishes of the Diocese having resident clergymen,
to release their respective pastors from parochial du
ty at least two Sundays in each year, to be spent by
them in missionary labors, within the missionary
districts to which they belong, acting under the au
thority of the Bishop, and to have in view the col
lection of funds for the Missionary cause, as well as
the preaching of the gospel to the destitute.
1 ‘4. Ilcsolccd, That each Missionary district, out
of the funds which shall be collected, shall establish
in the Diocesan Institution at least one scholarship
for the education of pious young men for the minis
try.’
The Diocesan Institutions at Gambier are in a
flourishing state. The following are the respective
Faculties of Theology and Arts.
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY.

Rt. Rev. C. P. Mcllvaine, D. D., President,—and
discharging the duties of the Professorships of Ec
clesiastical Polity and of Pastoral Divi iiitjr and Gaorcvl

Rhetoric.
Rev. W. Sparrow, D. D., Professor of Systemat
ic Divinity.
Rev. J. Muenscher, A. M., Professor of the Orig
inal Languages of Scripture and of Biblical Litera
ture.
Rev. M. T. C. Wing, A. M., Professor of Eccle
siastical History.
KENYON COLLEGE.

D. B. Douglass, A. M., President, and Professor
of Intellectual and Moral Philosophy and Rhetoric.
Rev. J. Sandels, Professor of the Latin and Greek
Languages.
E. C. Ross, Professor of Mathematics and Nat.
Philosophy.
Dr. II. L. Thrall, Professor of Chemistry, and
Physician to the Institution.
Samuel L. Johnson, A. B., and Joseph Large,
Tutors.

more attentive congregation. Every person rose,
and each having a book, all made the proper res
ponses. The ceremony of consecration occupied
about an hour and a half; then followed a discourse
by the bishop of an hour’s length, and the remain
ing services occupied another hour.
“Il is needless to say that every thing was con
ducted with the utmost solemnity, and that each
heart capable ofappreciating the blessings of religious
instruction felt grateful to that kind Providence who
had thus brought it to their doors.
“It will doubtless gratify public curiosity to know
that Bishop Chase, during his year’s absence, suc
ceeded in raising funds sufficient to enable him to
go on with the college buildings, and that they will
be commenced as early in the ensuing spring as the
weather will permit.”
Agents for receiving funds for Jubilee College in
the Eastern States,are James F.Depuyster,49 South
street, New York, and James M. Herlson, 136 Mar
ket sticet, Philadelphia.
The following schedule of the names of the clergy
of the Diocese of Illinois will in some degree indi
cate its present state and prospects.
TheRt. Rev. Philander Chase, D. D., Bishop and
President of Jubilee College.
The Rev. Samuel Chase, Missionary at Robins’
Nest’ and teacher of the Primary School of Jubilee
College.
The Rev. Andrew PI. Cornish, Missionary at Ju

liet.
The Rev. J. L. Darrow, Missionary at Darrow
and parts adjacent.
The Rev. James De Pui, Missionary at Galena.
The Rev. Wm. Douglass, Missionary at Alton.
The Rev. Erastus De Wolf.
The Rev. C. Dresser, Missionary at Springfield.
The Rev. G. P. Giddenge, Missionary at Quincy.
The Rev. J. W. Hallam, Rector of fit- James’
Church, Chicago.
The Rev. T. Minor, Missionary at Ottewa.
The Rev. J. Selwood, Missionary at Mendon.
Standing Committee: Rev. C. Dresser, Rev. J.
Young, S. H. Treat, T. Iloughan.
Secretary of Convention: Rev. S. Chase, Robin's
Nest, Peoria county.

Hcnturfcn.
SHELBY COLLEGE—SPECIAL CONVENTION.

Efforts have been in progress for more than eigh
teen months to revive the Theological Seminary of
Kentucky, by placing it in connection with some
respectable Literary Institution under the coutrolof
the Episcopal Church, which in the course of years,
might yield a perennial supply of candidates for the
sacred ministry. Overtures have recently been
made by the Trustees of Shelby College to surren
der that Institute to the Episcopal Church, with
buildings, lands, &c. estimated, in the whole at
about $35,000. Bishop Smith has called a Spe
cial Convention to take this overture into consid
eration, to meet at Shelbyville on Tuesday Dec. 29,
with every prospect that a final arrangement will
there be made, for embracing so eligibe an offer.
Xnhfatia.
Rt. Rev. Jackson Kemper, D. D., Provisional Bi
shop, Rev. Richard S. Adams, Missionary at Mish
awaka and South Bend, Rev. J. B. Britton, Mis
sionary at New Albany, Rev, J. II. Drummond,
Missionary at Richmond, Wayne county, Rev. G.
Fiske, Missionary at Richmond, Rev. V. D. M.
Johnson, Rector of Christ Church, Michigan City,
Rev. S. R. Johnson, Rector of St. John’s Church,
Lafayette, Rev. B. B. Killikelly, Missionary at Vin
cennes, Rev. A. II. Lamon, Missionary at Evansville,
Rev. S. W. Manney, Missionary at Laporte, Rev.
C. Pruale, Missionary at Terre Haute, Rev. A.
Steele, Missionary residing at Lawrenceburg, Rev.
C. II. Page, (of Kentucky,) Missionary at Jeffer
sonville.
‘Indiana’ in the language of one of the taithful
presbyters of that Diocese, is ‘Ohio over again.’
It may be regarded as one of the richest fields of
promise for our Church in all the West. We re
gret to know that two of ils most important par
ishes are still vacant, viz: Indianapolis, the capital
of the State, and Lawrenceburgli; the former the
scene of the successful ministry of the Rev. Mr.
Britton, now of New Albany, and the latter, of that
of the Rev. Mr. Pitkin, now of Christ Church,
Louisville.
Bishop Kemper is at present on a visitation in this
Diocese, and will as we learn, pass several weeks at
Indianapolis during the session of the Legislature.
We hope to have early official advices of the progress
of his visitation.
Standing Committee:—the Rev. A. Steele, the
Rev. J. B. Britton, and Messrs. St. Clair, Dunn,
and Thurston.
Secretary of the Convention, the Rev. J. B. Brit
ton.

In the interesting Missionary field of Wisconsin
and Iowa connected, with the Indian Territory
noith of 3Gi under the jurisdiction of Bishop Kem
per, there is very much land to be possessed. We
trust in the progress of our advocacy for the missions
of the West, and of our records of the profuse ofour
own Church in the Western Dioceses and Missions,
we shall have much to report of the advancement of
the work of God and his faithful servants in that in
teresting and rapidly’populating region.
Indian Territory north, under the Missionary su
pervision of Bishop Kemper, Rev. D. Griffith (of
New York,)Chaplain and Missionary to Fort Leaven
worth.

the number arrested, 78 (of whom 36 were wo
men.) were required to give bail for their future
good behavior—and Brien was committed to jail,
for want of bail to the amount of $>200. 'Hie
greater portion of the others procured bail, and
were discharged.
Suicide at New 1 ork.—Another case of sui
cide occurred at New York on Sunkay morning.
Mr. William H. Jeflenl of the firm of Burnes,
Hayes & Co. having been several days con
fined to his room by illness, in a moment of de
lirium, seized a razor and cut his throat.—His
nurse was present, and endeavored to prevent the
act but did not succeed.

[Matter prepared upon the slate of all the other
FOREIGN NEWS.
Western Dioceses and in the hands of the printer,
By late arrivals at New York, we have Paris ad
is unavoidably postponed to our next number.]
vices of the 11th Nov. and London and Liverpool of
the 14th. The arrival of the steani ship Acadia at
Ccncral 5ditflligciiff.
Boston on the 22nd December, gives us London and
Liverpool dates of the 3d and 4th December, 20 days
GENERAL INTELLIGENCE.
later.
ENGLAND.
In our columns of General Intelligence we intend
On reading the characteristic announcement in the
to give our readers, abstracts and extracts of mat
ters of general interest, and which ought to be gen English prints of the birth of the young Princess,
erally known. No good citizen or intelligent man, the Heiress Presumptive, at ten minutes before 2
be he clerical or lay, should suffer himself to be un o’clock P. M. Nov. 21st. at Buckingham Palace,
informed as to matters which are passing in this ‘intoxicating the nation again with loyal joy,’ we
earnest every day world of ours. No man who cannot foibear quoting the truthful language ol Lord
would have a just insight into things and rightly in Brougham: ‘No people’ says his Lordship ‘no ra
terpret the phazea and signs of the times, and ‘know tional set of men ever displayed to an admiring
what is what,’ should be content—not knowing ‘what world the fondness for kings and queens, the desire
is what’ and ‘what comes of what.’ We do not to find favor in the royal sight, the entire absorption
mean however, greatly to intrench upon the vocation in loyal contemplations, which has generally distin
of any ‘able editor’ devoted to the secular political guished the manly, reflecting, freeborn English na
Journals, either daily or weekly. But inasmuch as tion.’
The Y’oung Princes Royal is to he named Ademany of our country, and some of our city, sub
scribers, do not see the daily and weekly prints, we i.aii.e VicroitiA Louisa. The christening will take
deem it incumbent upon us from week to week, to do place shortly after the meeting of Parliament “on a
such of our readers, as good and faithful service in this magnificent scale.”
The new Lord Mayor of London, Thomas John
way, as in us lies. Our minds are made up once for
all upon this department of the Western Episcopal son, came into office, Nov. 9th.
The chartists of Glasgow have declared for a re
Observer, and we beg our readers to like us all the
peal of the union between England and Scotland.
better for it.
FRANCE.
Politics, we shall in'general eschew, though we
The news from France is decidedly in favor of con
have our opinions well weighed and reasoned, and
what is in us, will probably find utterance on fitting tinued peace. The King of the French appears to
occasion. We rejoice in the present prospects of be on the whole, fully sustained in his pacific mea
our country-yea and will rejoice.—We do like some sures bv the Chambers.
The remains of the Emperor Napoleon were
thing approximating to individuality in other peo
ple, and why should we, as Christian citizens brought back to France in the Belle Poule Frigate
and Christian Observers, be denied the privilege, and commanded by the Prince de Joinville on the 30th
forego the duty, of expressing circumspectly, but in ult. Having been embalmed with great scientific
sincere English that can be understood and quoted if care, the body of the Emperor after its exhumation
needful, what we hold to be the form and pressure was found, in so perfect a state of preservation as to
of the times.' Let not our readers be any wise alarm be easily recognized.
The country bordering on the banks of the Rhone
ed. With the shibboleths of party politics or the
discussion of party measures and men, we shall liave and Saone has suffered greatly from inundation.
almost nothing at all to do, except so far as may on Nearly all the small villages on the banks of the
occasion, seem incumbent upon us in casting into Saone have been destroyed and the inhabitants left
the broad seed-field of opinion, such general and sal houseless. At St. Romain, six houses only out of
utary truths, as may tend to conserve the true in seventy, are left standing. Between Montemart
terest of a people whose only safety lies in being a and Valence there are slated to be 100,000 sheep
thoroughly Christian people whose God is the Lord and cattle left utterly without pasterage by the in
every where and always devoutly and reverently ac undation.
The Paris Papers of latest dates are still filled
knowledged.
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The editor of the Boston Patriot has received
NEW JOB PRINTING OFFICEfrom a friend in Bombay, the ‘Overland CourioP
of Sept. 30, containing some interesting details
HAVING OPENED AN OFFifE IN
of iuteligence from India, China and Singapore.
A letter from Macao, dated July 30, says—“It is lYo&c>-&’ iioli), jJourtl.i=SticcI, tt-’cst ef yUalit,
now beyond a doubt tliat we intend to tame and
IS IBEVAHED TO EXECUTE TO OBDER ALL DESCRIPTIONS Of
fortify the island of Chusan, and I expect in lhtle
more than a month to hear of the British flag
Cook and Job
being hoisted there. Capt. Elliott, his secre
tary, and three interpreters liave gone up. 1 in a neat atyle, with accuracy and cspe«liiicn»
believe this blockading of the river has caused a
J.I f.itrt (AanA/olIf
great sensation in Canton. All the Americans
PROSPECTUS OF THE
are preparing to leave. 1 do not think that the
WK8TEIt!V Kl’I.XOPAl- 0B*KKVKB.
fleet will interfere in any way with the opium
VOLUME XI.
vessels. Inched it is likely that their operations
Ahrangements having been made to publish the
may facilitate that irade, as the men-of-war junk:
Gambier Observer and esiekn Ciiwech Journal
will be afraid to come out.”
* .i , .
i . iu
i
oo
.... u simultaneously at Cincinnati and Louisville, at the
Another letter dated Macao, June 2o, sats, “a cJoseof|he
volllIIie in December next, the
depot is to be formed at Chassau, probably pre paper will thenceforth be continued under the name
of the Western Episcopal Orseryuk, and printed
paratory to an attack upon Pekin.”
We saw a gentleman yesterday who returned at the Western Church Press, Cine nnali.
The change of location to point so central to
from China by the latest arrival at New York. the West, and so convenient for the early reception
He states that the Chinese, as far as he was able and rapid diffusion of intelligence) W*A R »• believed,
to ascertain, are cordially in lavor of the policy greatly increase llie usefulnets and interest of the
of the Emperor, with regard to the Opium trade. paper. With a view the more effectually to secure
these objects, the Proprietor has invited and obtained
They consider him a patriot, who has the good of the editorial co-operation of the three resident Rec
his subjects alotle at heart, and tliat even those tors whose names are subjoined with his ow n. 1 lie
among them who will experience injur)’ in a paper w ill therefore, from the comment cmenl of the
pecuniary sense, not only yield him their ap next (theXI) volume he issued under the joint edi
torship of the subscribers, and printed und published
plause, but express a willingness to hazard their -as above.
lives if necessary in the cause. They expect
The Observer will continue to maintain and put
serious slaughter in the onset, but, observed one forth with renewed zeal, those leading doctrines rtf
of them, suppose that the EnjJKsh should kill the Gospel w hich it has always held and defended
as essential to piety of heart and life; and as an
thirty thousand a day, their places woidd be Episcopal paper, will continue its faithful advocacy
readily supplied by others.
of the peculiarities ot our communion.
Il is the design of the editors to establish such cor
The news from Northern India is of a go<xl
deal of interest, but it is difficult to select such respondence with the Atlantic cities as will secure
the earliest religious intelligence: and by a similar
parts as would be intelligible, without a fuller arrangement at the West, to make their journal a
recital of collateral events than it is possible to vehicle of fresh and authentic information, as to the
give at present. There was a considerable move establishment and progress of the Church through
ment of troops in the neighborhood of Bombay, out the Western Dioceses and Missions.
Chauncey Colton,
and on the Northern frontier, for the purpose of
Wm. Jackson,
putting down an insurrection in Beloochistan,
John T. Brooke,
and the protection of the Nepaulese frontier.
Henry V. 1). Johns.
The Belooches had taken possession of Khelat,
and had besieged Kahun, where was a British gar
rison. Major Clebbom, with a force of 600 men.
with a convoy of 800 camels and 600 bullocks,
left Luckur on the 12th for Kahun. On the 29th at
a difficult pass in the mountains, near Poolejce,
the advance of the convoy, consisting of 450
men, was suddenly attacked by a large body ol
Belooches, and a serious battle ensued.
The
British party lost 150 men, among whom were
several officers killed. The party were obliged
to retreat and abandon their whole convoy, with
the guns and camp equipage. The remnant of
the regiment had got back to Poolejec, with the
loss of 250 men in killed and wounded, and five
officers dead.—Phil. Enquirer.

aiMWtnn to Ihe above arrangement f< r the responsible editorship of the ORSERYER a departuxAt of it has been aligned io Ute proof Ihe author of »L«t
‘ Ym n- Lvbes* I ompauiion.” the “Life of Wycliffe,” dc. etc. I be c« lumna un
der hercharce will be mainly devoted Io original mailer, or selections from o’her
sources, ehieflv desicued Io guide and i nstrucl yoo'hfnl niind>,—while refeiencr
ill be had m inkresliiijr and recreating Ibem by the neiUl of fat’s
front
me of the various branches of Natural llisloiv and from AalurAi rliiiosoph)«
l!isde-i<nal to <-n,brlli«li ll,i« departinfn'ol the
« i h r>rc».MOiial pictorial
Uuatrations of ,uch subjec'a as mav be-upjtosrd particularly inter esting. A porioti of the spaceuialer the cliar-e of Miss t OXE, will be occupieil w ith matter
morepar'.icu'ar'y interesting to llie female joirl iou oi our readers.

Gambi r, Ohio, Oct, 29, 1840.
I have seen with great satisfaction the particulars
of the new arrangement with respect to the pub
lication editorship, &c., ol the Gambier Observer,
hereafter to he called the “Western Episcopal Ob
server.” It is reasonable to anticipate a great acces
sion to the value, circulation and uscfu’ness of the
paper, from so great an accession of slrengthto its
editorial labors. Its publication at Cincinnati and
Louisville will bring it into very easy connection with
all ourwestern and south-western dioceses, while its
pages will afford a ready opportunity for the publi
cation of whatever internal matters they may sev
TEXAS.
erally desire to show to the public. With an earn
Great Britain lias at length acknowledged the in est hope that the paper will be as well sustained by
dependence of the Republic ofTexas. The treaty a strong subscription, us it certainly will by a vigor
was signed on the ICth Nov. by Lord Palmerston ous editorship, 1 feel the greatest, cheerfulness in
recommending it to the patronage of the communi
and General Hamilton.
ty.
Chas. P. McIlvaine,
with discussions of the Eastern Question, and
©bftnarn.
Bishop of the Diocese of Ohio.

ATROCIOUS MURDER.

The disappearance of Mr. Suydam, the Presi
dent of the Farmers and Mechanics’ Bank of
New Brunswick, is at last accounted for, and wc
arc sorry to add, that it is now certain he has
been most barbarously murdered. Some suspic
ious circumstances led {to the apprehension of a
house carpenter named Peter Robinson.
The circumstances were, that he has recently
had in his possession a £old watch, and been
unusually ftuoli of money, and a remark lie made
when purchasing lumber to floor a cellar—that
he had paid off a morgagc Mr. Suydam held on
his property, but did not dare take it to the
Clerk’s Office to he cancelled for fear he should
be suspected of being the murderer of “Mr. Suy
dam.”
On his arrest yesterday, his replies to the
questions put to him were confused and inco
herent, and in consequence the Mayor determin
ed his house should be searched. During the
search one of the officers observed that they
ought to take up the floor of the cellar, which
had been laid down in the night, since the dis
appearance of Mr. Suydam.
Robinson endeavored to dissuade them from
it, saying that if they did, the house would fall
down. The officers however persisted, and
there found, buried three feet under the earth,
the corpse of Mr. Suydam, the head bearing
evident indications of violence, which had caused
his death. An inquest was sitting on the body
at 7 o’clock last night.
The conviction was general in New Brunswick
—indeed, we hardly ecc how it could be other
wise—that Robinson was the murderer. The
mortgage deed was found in his possession, with
his signature torn off". We need scare add,
that the highest excitement in consequence pre
vails in the quiet town of New Brunswick.—
New York Courier.

notices of the debate on the address in the Cham
ber of Deputies, which is regarded as a branch of
it.—The London Times, in reference to this mat
ter, says:
The most important fact connected with this
subject, alluded to in these journals, and confnned
by ourprivatc letters, is that the French Gov
ernment had accepted the terms offered him by
the allies; that Ibrahim had, in consequence,
been recalled iijlo Egypt, with orders to avoid all
possible collision with the forces of the allies,
and that the preparations tor the restoration of (Jie
Turkish fleet had actually commenced. “Noth
ing more remains to be done,” observes a corres
pondent, “but to obtain from the allied powers
some concessions which will enable France to
escape with honor from the position in which the
treaty of the 15th of July, and ils execution, have
placed her.

Christina, the late queen regent of Spain had ar
rived at Paris and was received with much kindness
and sympathy by the Royal Family.
The fortifications of Paris employ 10,000 men in
their construction.
TURKEY AND EGYPT.

The absorbing Eastern Question is at length in
effect settled. St. Joan D’ Acre, the last strong
hold of Ibrahim Pacha, has fallen. The despatch
was received at the British Foreign office on the
30*h Nov.

During the bombardment which Commenced
on the 3d of Nov. the principal magazine and the
jWfc&fflan.
SENIOR PREPARATORY SCHOOL.
whole arsenal was blown up. By the explosion,
Rt. Rev. Samuel A. McCoskry, D. D. Bishop,
This department is under the immediate charge of
two entire regiments, formed in position on the
the Professor of Languages and the College Tutors. and Rector of St. Paul’s Church, Detriot, Rev. D.
ramparts, were annihilated, and every living crea
Barker, Missionary at Jonesville, Rev. W. A. Clark,
ture, within the area of 60,000 square yards,
D. D., residing near Ann Arbor, Rev. S. A. Crane,
MILNOR HaI.L.
ceased to exist—the loss of life being variously
Missionary at Niles, Rev. T. II. Cumming, Rector
Or the Junior Preparatory Department.
computed at from 1200 to 2000 persons. Those
Rev. Alfred Blake, B. D., and Rev. Norman Bad of St. Ann's Church, Ann Arbor, Rev. C. Fitch,
who may have been inclined to doubt the fighting
Principal
of
the
Branch
of
the
University
of
Michi

ger, A. M., Associate Principals.
qualities of the Egyptian troops, might acquire a
gan at Detroit, Rev. L. Foote, Missionary at Kala
lesson from the example of their endurance if
The Female School at Granville, of which the mazoo, Rev. C. Fox, Missionary at Jackson, Rev.
they could but contemplate the devastation and
Bishop of the Diocese is Visitor, and which is under M. Hirst, Missionary at Dexter, Rev. A. S. Hollis
ILLINOIS.
scene of horror by which this once formidable
the joint superintendance and management of the ter, Rector of St. John’s Church, Troy, Rev. M.
The Legislature of this State is now in session fortress is enshrouded.
Rev. A. Sanford and Mr. French, assisted by a Hoit, Missionary at Grand Rapids, Rev. W. N. in consequence of a special Proclamation of the
INDIA.
competent number of teachers, continues in a stea Lyster, Missionaiy in Lewane and Washtenaw coun Governor. The pecuniary embarrassments of the
The Morning Post of the 12th gives the follow
dy career of usefulness and prosperity.
ties, Rev. J. O’Brien, Rector of Trinity Church, State constitute the cause of the extra session. ing summary:
The total amount of the liability of the state
We regret to learn that the Rev. E. W. Peet Monroe, Rev. C. Reighly, Chaplain of the Garrison
From India the intelligence is disastrous and
has resigned the Rectorship of St. Paul’s Church, at Fort Gratiot, Rev. A. Searle, Chaplain, United is put down in the Message at $13,643,601. In gloomy in the extreme, and the miserable results
Chillicothe,—his resignation to take effect at Eas States Navy, Rev. J. Selkrig, Superintendant of a this aggregate, the State’s share of the surplus of the premature witbrawal of the English troops
mission to the Oltawas, on Grand River, Rev. C. revenue under the Distribution Act of Congress, from Sinde and Afighanistan are now being reaped.
ter.
B. Stout, Missionary at Clinton, Rev. J. A. Willson, is included which being deducted, the sum upon In the interval that had elapsed since the depar
The Rev. Chauncfy Colton, D. D., has resigned Missionary at Pontiac, Rev. D. E. Brown, (of Wis which interest is paid, amounts to something ture of the previous mail from Bombay, accounts
the Professorship of Pastoral Divinity and Sacred consin,^ Rector of St. Paul's Church, Flint.
over twelve millions. The annual interest is up
had been received there of the British arms having
Rhetoric in the Theological Seminary of the Dio
The late Journal of the Diocese of Michigan in wards of seven hundred and thirty thousand dol sustained more reverses, and of the loss of a
cese. and the Rectorship of Harcourt Parish, Gam dicates great fidelity and zeal on the part of the par lars. Assuming that the resources of the canal greater number of officers and men than during
ier, and removed to Cincinnati, as senior Editor of ochial and missionary clergy, and a highly encour and bank dividends will furnish the means to the whole of the Caboul campal|n.
the Western Episcopal Observer.
aging state of things throughout Diocese. Bishop pay the interest accruing on their respective ac
Khclat, the stronghold, which Gen. Willshire
McCoskry,
though full of labor in season and out of counts for the next two years, the sum left un captured in such fine style, has been retaken: the
Bishop McIlvaine visited St. James’ Church,
provided
for
on
account
of
internal
improve

Zanesville, on Christmas, and Trinity Church, Co season, in his parish, has been able during the year ments, will be $4,764,500, the annual interest on •whole of Upper Scinde was in a state of insur
lumbus, on Sunday, the 20th Dec. We have re to perform a great amount of official duties through which will amount to two hundred and eighty-five rection, and every day intelligence of fresh disas
out this growing Diocese, and has the satisfaction of
ters was received at Bombay. The 1st Bombay
ceived no advice of his official acts.
thousand eight hundred and seventy dollars. As
seeing the labors of himself and clergy greatly bless
Grenadier Regiment liad been nearly cut to pieces
a measure of immediate relief to meet the inter
I-Ilfnots.
ed in strengthening and edifying the church in this
in an engagement with the Belooclics, when
est
due
in
January,
the
Governor
thinks
that
no

The venerable Bishop of Illinois has returned from important section of the western field.
marching through a pass in the mountains to the
thing
better
can
be
devised
than
the
sale
or
hy

a successful agency at the South and East in behalf
relief of Kahun.
Standing Committee: Rev, J. O’Brien. Rev. A.
of Jubilee College. ‘Nothing,’ he says, ‘can exceed S. Hollister, H. K. Sanger, C. C. Trowbridge, II. pothecation of State Bonds although below par.
Five officers and 200 men were killed, and all
—Madisonian.
the exquisite pleasure 1 received as I looked over to M. Campbell.
the baggage, consisting of upwards of 1000 camels,
Jubilee Hill except that which followed in the two
laden with supplies, horses, ammunition, and be
ITEMS.
Wisconsin.
successive Sundays. The former was passed in
tween 40.000-and 50,000 rupees in hard cash, fell
Melancholy
Event.
—
A
most
melancholy
event
Rt. Rev. J. Kemper, D. D., Missionary Bishop,
holding divine service in the school rooms, the latter
a prey to the Belooches.. “ Such,” says our cor
in consecrating Jubilee College. We are indebted Rev. W. Allanson, Missionary at Southport, Rev. occurred on Saturday last in Furman street, respondent, “ is tie effect of the premature with
to the Peoria Register for the following notice of the D. E. Brown, officiating in Michigan, Rev. R. F. Brooklyn, Long Island, immediately under the drawal of the British troops from the country;
Cadle, Chaplain to the Garrison at Fort Crawford, heights, near the residence of the late Judge such the result predicted by the Duke of Welling
consecration.
Radcliff. W hile the workmen were engaged in
The consecration of the chapel took place on and Missionary at Prairie du Cliien, Crawford coun digging away some earth which had fallen from ton, more than a year ago, of the foolish attempt
unday, the 8th inst. The morning was oloudy ty, Rev. J. Davis, Missionary to theOneidas, Duck
to conduct extensive warlike operations on
With a cold westerly wind, but about 10 o’clock the Creek, and superintendant to the Indian school, the bank above during the night, a large portion peace establishment. ”
clouds disappeared, and the day became one of the Green Bay, Rev. L. B. Hull, Missionary at Mihvau- of it gave way and buried two men beneath.—
Dost Mahomed Khan was still at large, and
most charming of an American autunu
We reach
j kie, Rev. A. Humphrey, Missionary
Beliot, Rev. 'I heir names are -------- M’Naraar, and John there were strong suspicions that the Ameers of
ed the chapel, 15 miles from Peoria, just«,the d.
W. Philo, Missionary at Madison, it, .. 1. Williams Brady. After two hours labor the bodies were Dinell and other natives chiefs were intriguing the
tones of the bell gave notice that servi
wasab
1 lake%out. Brady has left a wife and four cliilto commence. On entering tne building we v.. I (of New York,)residmg near Green Bay.
British Government.
| dren.
reminded of the splendid Episcopal churches of Our
The Khar of China had liberated all the Rus
Eastern cities, save that here the pew; are all fPotoa.
II holesak arrest of pambHrs._ Eighty-eight sian slaves ,n his dominions, and Lieutenant
»nd that prayer-books were distril uh.d on the sea.
Rt.
Rev.
J.
Kemper,
D.
D.
55
••
Bishop,
persons were arrested in New York, on Monday Shakspeare had offered to conduct thftn to the
so that every attendant might be supplied. . sently the venerable bishop entered, accoinpanic ' >v Rev. J. Lachelder, Missionary at Burlington, Rev. evening last, in the hor c: James Brien, a no- Russian froatier.
te Rev. Samuel Chase, (ii.s nephew,) commei •_ i , E. ( Gear, Chaplain to the Garriso:. at Fort Snell- toriousgpi
iarth mating w’the
An army of observation was to assemble on
P serf ice as they advanced We never saw a , ing. and Missionary at the precinct of St. Peter's.
game of kino, a sort of lottery or raffle. One of the frontiers of Nepaul.

DIED, in this city, on Saturday the 9th Decem
ber, David Brainard Aydei.ott, aged 15 years, son
of Rev. B. I’. Aydelott, D. 1).

St. I.ouis, Nov. IQlh, 1340.
I cordially concur in the above.
Jackson Krr.iern,
Missionary Ris'iovfur Missouri, Wisconsin und Iowa,
David Brainard Aydelott, who died on the 9th
mid Provisional Bishop oj Indiana.
ult., exhibited so many traits of excellence, that
Lrwinaton. Ky. Dee. IQlh, 1840.
we deem it to be our privilege to pay a passing tri
The plan of transferring the Gambier Observer to
bute to his memory. He left us in the freshness of a more
central point for the whole west, with the
youth, hut the maturity ol his intellect was far be hope of rendering it, in time, what, its new name
yond his years. His habits of thought and action imports, ‘ A Western Episcopal Observer,’ meets
were systematic, persevering, elevated. In the re with my cordial approbation: and I shall he ready,
all times, to lend a helping hand, in every way in
lations of son, brother and friend, he exhibited a at
my power, to its able editors and conductors.
purity of affection, which beautifully illustrated the
B. B. Smith,
Bishop of the Diocese of Kcntocley.
power of Christian principle, and now hallows the
brief history of his life.
T E R M S ■.
He had determined to devote himself if ProviThe Western Ei’iscorai. Observer will be is
denccshould permit, to the ministry, and his whole sued weekly on a double Rrediirm folio sheet, on pa
soul was absorbed in the preparation for that excel per fine of quality and with new and handsome type,
lent office. During the last spring he became hope and furnished to subscribers on the following terms:
$2,50 in advance or $3,00 at the end of six months.
fully converted. His convictions of sin were deep,
ILEY i& rUTNAM, English and American
clear, scriptural. Seldom h»s a youth exhibited a
Publishers, 161 Broadway, New York,
more thorough perception of the doctrines of grace,
and 35 Paternoster Row, London, have just publish
or felt, more decidedly their renovating influence on ed,
1. The Doctrine of the Will, determined by an
his heart and life.
Though he left us, at the early age of fifteen, lie Appeal to Consciousness. By Henry P- Tappan;
in 1 vol 12mo.
had been for more than tan years a member of the
11. A Tribute to the Memory of Fifirimgh Smith,
Sunday school of Christ Church, in Cincinnati, and son of Gcrrit Smith. By the author of “Thoughts
it is a source of unmingled satisfaction to his teach on anew Order of Missionaries,’’ ’eta, in 1. vol.
I2mo.
ers, loknow that while under their humble guidance
111. Woman’s Mission, with an Introductory
the Holy Spirit was forming him for a higher min Lelfbr, by the right rev. G. W. Doane, D. D., in
1 vol. 12iiio.
istry above.
Lately puh'lislied.
The writer of this notice, knew him from his in
IV. Nordheiiner’s Hebrew Grammar, vol. I. roy
fancy; but for the last three years had become great al 8vo vol ii is in press, and neariy ready.
ly attached to him. lie had been permitted to di
V. Nofdheimar’s Hebrew Chrestomathy, rojal
rect his sabbath school studies, and was one of the 8vo.
Vl.
History of the Christian Church, from the
little group at his dying bed. The scenes of that sol
Ascension of Jesus Christ to the Conversion of
emn hour, are indelibly impressed on his memory: Constantine. l!y th| Rev. Edward Burton, D. 1).
they were sanctified by the power of Christian faith, First American edition; w illia memoir of the author,
which blended the anguish of the mourner, with the occasional notes, and questions adapting it to the
use of schools and colleges: by the right rev. G. W.
resignation of the believer.
S.
Doane, D. D., in 1 vol. I2ino.

W

Boarding ami I'ay School for Yonng l^ndics.
CONDUCTED BY MRS. GOOCH,

HRIST to Return; a Practical Exposition of the
Prophecies recorded in the 24th and 25th chap
lets of the Gospel according Io St. Matthew. With
a Preface, hy the Right Kev. L. Silituan Ives, I).I).,
Bishop of I he Diocese of North Carolina. By G.
Emlen Hare, Rector of Trinity Church, Princeton,
N. J.
Letters and Speeches on Various Subjects, by
Henry Lord Brougham, F. IL S.
Spencer’s Appeals to the Heart.
For sale by
HENRY PERKINS,
234 Chesnul street.
Philadelphia.
.Mt. Tlnry's ISnll.

C

Walnut-Street, (near Fourth,) Cincinnati.
r0AHE course of instruction pursued in this esta1 blishmenl includes all the most important and
useful branches of female education, comprising the
following studies: The English and French lan
guages, Writing, Arithmetic, Geography, Composi
tion, Ancient and Modern History, Rhetoric,Philos
ophy, Astronomy (with the use of Globes), BellesLettres, &c.
Harp, Piano-forte and Drawing, with Landscape
and Flower Painting.
Great attention is paid to the deportment, as well
as to the moral and intellectual improvement of the GREVN BANK, BURLINGTON, NEW JERSEY.
Pupils.
THE P.1SHOP OF NEW JERSEY, PATRON.
Terms and further particulars may be known on
HE winter term of this institution will com
personal application or by letter.
mence on the first day of November. The
References—
charges per term of five weeks, for hoarding, lodg
Rt. Rev. C. P. Mcllvaine, D. D., Gambier. ing, fuel, use of bed and bedding, and towels, all
Rev. C. Colton, D. D.,
English branches, Ancient Languages, and Psal
Cincinnati.
Rev. II. V. D. Johns,
mody, J106.
Sept. 8, 1840.
Washing is charged at fifty cents per dozen.
Music with use of piano $15. French $7 50.
A Carp.—Having been intimately acquainted with Drawing $8 per quarter.
At the suggestions of several friends of the insti
Mrs. Gooch for some time past, as an esteemed
member of my church, and having had ample oppor tution and in consequence of the pecuniary depres
tunities of observing her course as the head of a sion of the country the following propositions are
Female Seminary, 1 can cordially recommend her made^—1. A deduction often per cent will be made,
school, as one of the best I have ever met with. on all hills of the second year, of fifteen per cent the
Mrs. Gooch has been for fifteen years engaged in third year, of twenty per cent on the subsequent
England and in this country in female education, years.
2. To those who send pupils for three or more,
and brings to her responsible profession, a large
share of experience, and sound and varied learning. years leaving the time of theirattendnnee to the sev
Parenls entrusting their daughters to her care, may eral ornamental branches to the discretion of the
have every confidence that they will be faithfully Principal, the whole charge for the term, (including
taught, and kindly watched over, when disengaged washing amounting as the several items do to about
$180,) will be $150.
from study.
H. V. D. Johns,
3. When three or more daughters of one family
Hector of St. Paul's Ch., Cincinnati,
are educated at the Hall, a deduction of twenty per
Sept. 10, 1840.
cent will be made on all their bills.
St. .Inmen' El-.tll.
4. When more than five and less than ten pu
pils from the same neighborhood, a deduction of fif
NEAR BRISTOL, BUCKS COUNTY, PA.
teen per cent on all charges will lie made, and when
Rev. A. F. Dobb, A. M., Principal.
the number is more than ten, a deduction of twenty
The public are respectfully informed that the du per cent. One hundred dollars must be paid at the
ties of t’.iis Institution will he resumed as usual, on beginning of every term; and all money for the use
of the pupils must be left w ith the Principal. No bills
Monday, the second day of November.
Parents and Guardians desirous of a comfortable to be contracted by or for the pupils. When tl.c
home for their sons or Wards; with every facility for term bills are not paid within ten days after the dose
an accomplished Christian Education, are respect of any term, a draft w.ll be drawn and the expenses
fully invited to visit the Hall at an early opportunity. charged. Address Rev. R. J. Germain, Chaplain,
Terms—$100 per session of five months, in ad Principal teacher and Head of the family, St Ma
vance.
The most respectable references will be ry’s Hall.
Burlington, F J.
given on application.
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you will never cease to find delight in looking
PROPOSALS
U i tfrarn
must have been taken either from the Scrip Credulity and Incredulity, p. 144; a precious
at God’s works. Icicles are indeed common in
ture itself, or from some tradition, which, if it little work, which is worthy to be considered For publishing at Columbia, Tennessee,
Scriptures,9 **L'fc of Wyclffe,” e‘c., e‘c.
STUDY OF THE CLASSICS.
A MONTHLY FLri GDI CAL, ENTITLED
our climate, and so is snow, and from that cir
could be traced, would carry us back to the by every Christian scholar.
Church Record.
It
was
but
recently
we
heard
the
question
same
original.
T KI1E © 0
©o
, j
cumstance we often regard them with little in
TO OUR READERS.
.gravely asked, and by one too from whom we
“ These things then, though they are in
Afumilij Magizine, devoted to the cause of Female Eth
4t is a serious thing to undertake to write a terest: but they are in reality worthy of our high did not expect it, ‘of what use is it for a boy
port polio.
cation on Christian principles ; editedat the Fema
Horace, are not of Horace; nor are they of the
book, a pamphlet, or an article in a religious est adndration. I well remember hearing my to spend his time in learning Latin and Greek?’ Greeks or the Romans; but of divine revela
Institute, Columbia, Tenn., by thc^Ugctor, with d
aid of the Right Reverend Visitor, Bishop Otey,
READINGS FROM CARLYLE.
magazine, or newspaper. Suppose there be er dear mother speak of a West Indian lady who Now, that time may be sadly wasted in ac tion; and it is remarkable, that we should meet
of the Tutoresses.
BOOKS---- THE BOOK.
ror in it;—it goes where you have never been, when passing her first winter out of the torrid quiring a knowledge of these languages is with so many sacred doctrines in so small a
HE conductors of this school have long feX ti
In the poorest cottage are books : is one
and will remain, when you have ceased to be.’ zone, saw for the first time on the banks of the undeniably true; we believe that it often is compass.
want of a medium for communicating regula
thus wasted, and for such squandering we
“ Herod, who was king in Judiea at the Book wherein for several thousand years, the
ly with their patrons, and for laying before the wod
Such is the language of the admirable Caroline Delaware—an icicle! So beautiful did this novel
object appear to her, that she could not bear to have not a word to say; but we have much to birth of Christ, slew all the children in Beth spirit of man has found light, and nourishment the results of their experience and observation I
Fry, who, influenced by a deep sense of the res
the whole subject of education, both public and p«
enjoy the pleasure alone, and ignqrant from ex say in favor of the study of what is termed lehem. By birth and education he was a Jew, and an interpreting response to whatsoever is vate. The advancement in learning, the enterpri
ponsibilities and difficulties attached to author
classical learning, prosecuted, as it may be, and as such would eat no swine’s flesh. Ma- deepest in him ; wherein still to this day, for in study, and the intellectual and "moral improi
perience, of the short lived splendor of the glit
ship, appears in general to have exercised so
without any needless consumption of time.
crobius, a learned heathen writer in the earli the eye that will look well, the Mystery of rnent visible among their interesting charge, tht
tering pendant, she actually locked np in her
gladly spread among those families of U
much sobriety and soundness of judgment and
If indeed the value of the knowledge thus est times of the Church, tells us, that the Existence reflects itself, if not resolved, yet would
SouthWest whose daughters are debarred the a
bureau, one of the largest icicles she could find,
revealed,
and
prophetically
emblemed;
if
not
Christian piety in the discharge of the task re
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Let the winds waft the tidings to each distant pole, man life, with the reason of it:
The Drawing Room Scrap Book—Finden’s Tableaux Young Mother’s Delight, with Kirk’s Duties of
Conducted by the Author of the

Ladies’ Companion 9 “Botany of the
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THE WONDERS OF FROST.

Let systems by science unnamed and unknown,
His advent proclaim, his omnipotence own.

“Mother” said an ardent little boy on a cold Then joy in his advent, ye children of light,
morning of winter, “do come to the window While time's rapid chariot rolls onward its flight:
and look out at the icicles: they are so, so beau Tho’ the ice bind the streamlet and snow cap the hill,
There is peace upon earth and to mortals
tiful.”
WILL.
His elder sister, who was busily employed in
painting, looked up from her work with some
HOME.
There is one bright enchanting spot,
what of a contemptuous smile, as if to convict
Where love and beauty glow,
her little brother of folly or weakness in admir
Which oft the glorious giace of God
ing so warmly, a spectacle of common occur
Hath made a heaven below ;

rence.
Her mother observed her: she rose as her son
requested and walked to the window, where she
stood for sometime, pointing out certain objects
of peculiar interest in the ice-bound region with

out.
“I hope my love,” she at length said “that

And in that covenant sheltered spot,
There is a radiant gern,
More precious far than ocean pearls,
Or empire’s diadem !
Oh keep that gem, ye plighted ones,
Nor from that spot depart—
That spot is home—delightful home—
That gem. the faithful heart.

good

Semotique prius tarda necessiias
Lelhi corripuit gradurn.
[And the pale monarch of the dead,
Pill then slow-moving to his prey/*
Precipitately rapid swept his way.]

Here it is affirmed by implication, that death
was originally at a greater distance, and that
the divine justice shortened human life slowly
and unwillingly, not till the increasing corrup
tion of tho world made it necessary to lessen
the opportunities of sin. The lives of men,
before the flood, were many hundred years;
but when all flesh had corrupted his way,
then the curse took place at the flood.and man’s
! life was contracted nearly to the present span.
How should Horace know this ? Or how
should Hesiod know7 it? lor it is precisely the
doctrine of The Mosaic History. Aixl as it car
ries us back to the times before the flood, of
! which no human history was ever written. it

Occidet et serpens, et fallax herba veneni
Occidet--------

—The Book of the Boudoir, Books of Poetry, &c.
London Bibles, all sizes.
Just ieceived,and for sale by
[The serpent too shall sink harmless and
R. S. H. GEORGE.
the herb of noxious poison shall lose its bane
No. 26 South Fifth street above Chestnut.
ful effect.]
Philadelphia.

If Virgil had received his intelligence from
Bethlehem, and had thereupon searched the
prophets for materials, he could scarcely have
risen higher in his description: so extraordin
ary is the whole tenor of that eclogue. ‘Tru
ly,’says the learned Casaubon, “I must con
fess, though I have read that poem pretty often
(on Christmas day, after church service, I have
seldom omitted it,) yet I still read it with great
delight and admiration; not so much for the
verse, which is admirable, but for the clear ev
idence of God’s hand and providence in it,
which I think none can doubt or question, but
they^an believe the world was made of atoms.’
I bdi ibw this observation from his treatise on

Uhnrcli and Parlor Organs.

Mothers 18mo.— Living for Immortality, 18mo.
Also fresh supplies of Todd’s Lectures to Children
—Do. Truth made Simple—Do. Student’s Manual
—Do Sabbath School Teacher—Geograpy of the
Heavens, with Atlas—James’ Anxious InquirerDo. Christian Professor—Clark on the Promises_
Wayland’s Moral Science, 12mo.—Taylor’s An
cient Christianity—Theory of Another Life, &c. ^«c.

GORGE JARDINE, Organ Builder, Anthonystreet, corner of Broadway, New York, manu
factures at reasonable charges, all kinds and sizes of <!)C
Church and Parlor Organs. Also, Church Organs IS PRINTED ATTHE WE^TERN CHURCH P R E s S)
Refer,' Row, Wt!> Fourth-Street, Cincinnati,
with Barrel and the regular Finger-kev'd Movements
combined, of inestimable utility in country churches,
BY TIIOJfA*
BAYJIOMD.
where Organists cannot always be procured. These
instruments are in very general use in the country
Terms.—Two dollars and fifty cents, in advance
or three dollars at the end of six months.
churches throughout England.
For superiority of construction and tone, he refers
All letters relating to subscriptions, or other busi
to the following testimonials:
matters connected with the press, to be ad
The Gold Medal of the American Institute for the ness
dressed t0 ffe Publisher. Communications fOr
best Organ, 1838.
paper should be directed to the “Editors of the West
The Gold Medal of the American Institute for the ern Episcopal Observer.” Postage to be pre-pni(i in
best Organ, 1839.
all cases.
The Silver Medal of the Mechanics’ Institute for
Advertisements, not inconsistent with the general
the best Organ, 1839.
character of the paper, inserted on the usual terms
New York.
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